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Abstract
Given nontrivial finite groups A and B, not both of order 2, we prove that every finite
simple group of sufficiently large rank is an image of the free product A ˚ B. To show this,
we prove that every finite simple group of sufficiently large rank is generated by a pair of
subgroups isomorphic to A and B. This proves a conjecture of Tamburini and Wilson.
1. Introduction
Given a finitely presented group Γ, a natural question to ask is whether Γ has a nontrivial
finite image. If so, what are the finite images of Γ? There is a large literature on the study
of finite images of finitely presented groups such as Fuchsian groups, hyperbolic groups, and
other families arising geometrically.
A natural refinement of this question is to determine the finite simple images of Γ.
For certain groups, their finite simple images have been studied extensively. The finite simple
images of Fuchsian groups Γ are studied in many papers, culminating with Everitt who showed
in [9] that if Γ is oriented then Γ has all but finitely many alternating groups as images, and
with Liebeck and Shalev who showed in [22] that if Γ is has genus g ě 2 then Γ has all finite
simple groups as images up to finitely many exceptions. The same authors conjecture that for
any Fuchsian group Γ there exists an integer NpΓq such that all finite simple groups of rank at
least NpΓq are images of Γ. We note that for Fuchsian groups Γ of genus 0 or 1 the condition
on the rank is necessary, as there can be infinitely many finite simple groups of small rank
which are not images of Γ (see [7]). Triangle groups are examples of Fuchsian groups of genus
0 that have received much attention, and there are strong results on the finite simple images
of these groups (see for example [14]).
The finite simple images of the modular group PSL2pZq – C2 ˚ C3 are precisely the
p2, 3q-generated finite simple groups, on which there is a large literature (see for example
[19]). More generally, for primes r and s not both equal to 2, the finite simple images of
Cr ˚ Cs are studied in [20]: it is shown that there exists a number N “ Npr, sq such that all
finite simple classical groups of rank at least N are images of Cr ˚ Cs.
In this paper we study finite simple images of free products Γ “ A ˚ B of arbitrary
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nontrivial finite groups A and B. In [25], Tamburini and Wilson conjectured that for any
nontrivial finite groups A,B, not both of order 2, there exists an integer NpA,Bq such that
all finite simple groups of rank at least NpA,Bq are images of Γ. The same authors prove in
[24, Theorem 1.2] that their conjecture holds for alternating groups. If A and B are nontrivial
finite groups with |A||B| ě 12, then by [25, Theorem 1] the projective special linear groups
PSLnpqq with n ě NpA,Bq “ 4|A||B|`12 are images of Γ. If A and B are not both 2-groups,
then by [21, Theorem 2.3] the conjecture holds for finite simple classical groups. In this paper,
we complete the proof of this conjecture.
We note that a condition on the rank of the classical groups is necessary to ensure the
existence of subgroups isomorphic to A and B.
Theorem. Let A and B be nontrivial finite groups, not both of order 2. There exists a natural
number N “ NpA,Bq such that every alternating group of degree greater than N and every
finite simple classical group of rank greater than N is an image of A ˚B.
To do this, we will show that every finite simple group of sufficiently large rank is
generated by a pair of subgroups isomorphic to A and B.
By [24, Theorem 2] the theorem holds for alternating groups, and by [21, Theorem 1.2]
the theorem holds for classical groups if A and B are not both 2-groups. It therefore suffices to
prove the result for classical groups with A and B both 2-groups. This result follows from our
two main theorems (see Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 below). The proof has a probabilistic flavour:
we construct specific subgroups A and B of a classical group G of sufficiently large rank, and
show that some pair of conjugates of these subgroups generates G using probabilistic methods.
We now discuss the structure of the paper. By the above paragraph, we can assume A
and B are both 2-groups. Assume |B| ą 2, so B contains a subgroup isomorphic to either C4
or C2 ˆ C2. Section 2 introduces the notation and some preliminary results used throughout
this paper. It also introduces the “almost-free embedding” which we use to identify A and
B with subgroups of G. In Section 3 we present Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, which correspond
to the cases where B contains a subgroup isomorphic to C4 and C2 ˆ C2 respectively, and
from these theorems we deduce the main theorem. These theorems involve counting subgroups
isomorphic to C4 and C2ˆC2 in finite simple classical groups G and their maximal subgroups.
The remaining sections are dedicated to showing that G can be generated by almost-free copies
of A and B.
Acknowledgements. This paper is part of work towards a PhD degree under the supervision
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2. Notation and preliminary results
In this section we introduce the notation used throughout the paper. We then discuss
some preliminary results on algebraic groups and automorphisms and maximal subgroups of
classical groups.
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2.1 Notation
Throughout, G will be a finite almost simple classical group with natural module of dimension
n over Fqδ of characteristic p, where δ “ 2 if G is unitary and δ “ 1 otherwise, and we let
socpGq “ S (we will often restrict to the case where G “ S). Let H be the simple adjoint
algebraic group over l “ Fp such that pHF q1 “ S for a Steinberg endomorphism F .
In the case where S is orthogonal and n is unspecified, it is understood that PΩnpqq
may denote any one of the three families of finite simple orthogonal groups, and similarly for
Onpqq, SOnpqq, . . . etc.
For a group M we write M maxG if M is a maximal subgroup of G. For x P G,
we write xG “ txg : g P Gu for the conjugacy class of x, and for a subgroup L ď G let
LG “ tLg : g P Gu. If H1 is any finite classical group with Z “ ZpH1q and H2 ď H1, then
denote by H1 “ H1{Z the image of H1 modulo scalars, and similarly H2 “ H2{pH2 X Zq.
Let Mn1,n2pqq denote the additive group of n1 ˆ n2 matrices with entries in Fq. For
B “ pbijq P Mn1,n2pq2q, we write Bq “ pbqijq. Denote by Ji P GLipqq the unipotent Jordan
block of size i.
For finite groups H1,H2, let IspH1q denote the set of elements of H1 of order s, and
Is,H2pH1q the subset of IspH1q consisting of all elements of order s lying in some subgroup ofH1
isomorphic to H2. We let ispH1q “ |IspH1q| and is,H2pH1q “ |Is,H2pH1q|. Let I2ˆ2pH1q denote
the set of subgroups of H1 isomorphic to C2 ˆC2, and similarly define I2ˆ2,H2pH1q, i2ˆ2pH1q
and i2ˆ2,H2pH1q.
For two functions f, g of variables xi, 1 ď i ď m, we write f „ g if there exist positive
constants c, c1 such that
c ă f
g
ă c1 for all xi, 1 ď i ď m.
2.2 Algebraic groups and automorphisms of classical groups
We build on the notation setup in § 2.1. Recall the definitions of G,S,H and F . For a
maximal torus T ď H, let Φ denote the associated root system with a base Π Ă Φ. Also,
denote by Uα, α P Φ the root subgroups of H, with associated algebraic group morphisms
uα : lÑ Uα.
We consider elements of the abstract automorphism group AutpHq. For simplicity, we
assume n ě 9 throughout this discussion. As in [11, Definition 1.15.5], we define subgroups ΦH
and ΓH of AutpHq as follows: ΦH contains elements φa, a P Z inducing a field automorphism
on the root subgroup parameters, defined by
uαpcqφa “ uαpcpaq for all α P Π, c P l;
ΓH contains elements γρ for each symmetry ρ of the Dynkin diagram of H, inducing an
algebraic group automorphism such that
uαpcqγρ “ uρpαqpcq for all α P Π, c P l.
By conjugating by an element of InnpHq, we can write F “ γρφa for some γρ P ΓH , φa P ΦH .
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We consider the structure of AutpSq. A result of Steinberg states that every element of
AutpSq can be written as idfg, where i P InnpSq and d, f and g are “diagonal”, “field” and
“graph” automorphisms respectively (see [11, Theorem 2.5.1] for more details). As in [11,
Definition 2.5.10], define the subgroups Φ and Γ of AutpSq as follows: define Φ as the restric-
tion of ΦH to S; if S is untwisted, define Γ as the restriction of ΓH to S; and if S is twisted,
let Γ “ 1. Write InndiagpSq for the subgroup of AutpSq generated by inner and diagonal
automorphisms. Then by [11, Lemma 2.5.8, Theorem 2.5.12], HF “ InndiagpSq, rΦ,Γs “ 1,
and AutpSq is the split extension of InndiagpSq and ΦΓ. If q “ pe, then the structures of Φ
and Γ are as follows:
Φ “
"
Ce if S is untwisted,
C2e if S is twisted,
Γ “
"
C2 if S “ PSLnpqq, PΩ`n pqq,
1 otherwise.
We now introduce our conventions concerning “field” , “graph-field” and “graph” auto-
morphisms, as in [11, Definition 2.5.15]:
• If S is untwisted, then
– A field automorphism of S is an AutpSq-conjugate of an element of Φ;
– A graph-field automorphism of S is an AutpSq-conjugate of an element of
ΦΓ z pΦY Γq;
– A graph automorphism of S is an AutpSq-conjugate of an element of
Γ InndiagpSqz InndiagpSq;
• If S is twisted, then
– A field automorphism of S is an AutpSq-conjugate of an element of Φ of odd order;
– A graph automorphism of S is an element of AutpSq whose image modulo Inndiag
has even order;
– There are no graph-field automorphisms of S.
For the remainder of this subsection, let G “ P∆pSq “ ∆pSq be the projective similarity
group of the same type as S, the standard notation for which is G “ PGLǫnpqq, PGSpnpqq or
PGOǫnpqq as S “ PSLǫnpqq, PSpnpqq, PΩǫnpqq.
Occasionally we will be interested in involutions x P AutpSq. In particular, we will be
concerned with CGpxq. We briefly discuss the structure of CGpxq for q odd.
First suppose x is a field or graph-field automorphism of S. If y is another involutory
automorphism of S of the same type as x, then, by [11, Proposition 4.9.1], x and y are
InndiagpSq-conjugate, and CGpxq contains a subgroup C0 listed in Table 1 below.
For the remaining involutions x P InndiagpSq or x a graph automorphism, InndiagpSq-
classes of such involutions are listed in [11, Theorem 4.5.1], and CGpxq contains a subgroup
C0 isomorphic to a group in Table 1. There are fewer than cn InndiagpSq-classes of such
involutions for some absolute constant c.
Note that in most cases, for C0 listed in Table 1 we have C0{ZpC0q isomorphic to a
simple group S1 or a direct product of simple groups S1 ˆ S2, with the following exceptions:
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• G “ PGLnpqq, C0 – SL2p3q ˆ SLn´2p3q;
• G “ PGSpnpqq, C0 – Sp2p3q ˆ Spn´2p3q;
• G “ PGUnpqq, C0 – SU2p3q ˆ SUn´2p3q;
• G “ PGOnpqq, C0 – Ω3p3q ˆ Ωn´3p3q or Ω`4 p3q ˆ Ωn´4p3q.
Table 1: Subgroups C0 ď CGpxq for x P I2pAutpSqq, q odd
G Type of x C0 Conditions
PGLnpqq inner-diagonal SLmpqq ˆ SLn´mpqq, 1 ď m ď n2
SLn
2
pq2q
field PSLnpq 12 q
graph-field PSUnpq 12 q
graph PSpnpqq
PΩnpqq
PGUnpqq inner-diagonal SUmpqq ˆ SUn´mpqq, 1 ď m ă n2
SLn
2
pq2q
graph PSpnpqq
PΩǫnpqq
PGSpnpqq inner-diagonal Spmpqq ˆ Spn´mpqq, 1 ď m ď n2
PSpn
2
pq2q
SLn
2
pqq
SUn
2
pqq
field PSpnpq 12 q
PGOnpqq, n odd inner-diagonal Ωmpqq ˆ Ωn´mpqq, 1 ď m ď n´12
field PΩnpq 12 q
PGOǫnpqq, n even inner-diagonal Ωmpqq ˆ Ωn´mpqq, 1 ď m ď n2
Ωn
2
pq2q
SLn
2
pqq
SUn
2
pqq
field PΩ`n pq
1
2 q ǫ “ `
graph-field PΩ´n pq
1
2 q ǫ “ `
graph PΩ2i´1pqq ˆ PΩn´2i`1pqq, 1 ď i ď n2
PΩn
2
pqq2 n
2
odd
PΩn
2
pq2q n
2
odd
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2.3 Maximal subgroups of finite simple classical groups
In this subsection, we restrict to the case where G “ S, a finite simple classical group with
natural module V of dimension n over Fqδ , where δ “ 2 if G is unitary and δ “ 1 otherwise.
A theorem of Aschbacher [1] states that if M is a maximal subgroup of G, then M lies in
a natural collection C1, . . . ,C8, or M P S . Subgroups in Ci are described in detail in [12],
where the structure and number of conjugacy classes are given. Subgroups in S are almost
simple groups which act absolutely irreducibly on the natural module V of G.
In Table 2 below we give a description of subgroups M in each Aschbacher class Ci, 1 ď
i ď 8. The precise structure of M in each class can be found in [12, § 4]. We let Pm denote a
maximal parabolic subgroup of G stabilizing a totally singular m-space for 1 ď m ď n
2
.
Table 2: Subgroups M maxG in Aschbacher class Ci, 1 ď i ď 8.
Class Structure of M
C1 i) Non-parabolic: M lies in the image modulo scalars of GUmpqq ˆ
GUn´mpqq, Spmpqq ˆ Spn´mpqq, Ompqq ˆ On´mpqq or Spn´2pqq pq evenq as G “
PSUnpqq, PSpnpqq, PΩnpqq, PΩnpqq respectively.
ii) Parabolic: M “ Pm, 1 ď m ď n2 .
C2 i) M lies in the image modulo scalars of Clmpqq ≀ St, where Clmpqq “
GLǫmpqq, Spmpqq, Ompqq, n “ mt, t ą 1 and G “ PSLǫnpqq, PSpnpqq, PΩnpqq respec-
tively;
ii) M lies in the image modulo scalars of GLn
2
pq2q.2, GLn
2
pqq.2, GLn
2
pqq.2 and G “
PSUnpqq, PSpnpqq, PΩnpqq respectively.
C3 i) M lies in the image modulo scalars of Clmpqtq.t for a prime t where Clmpqtq “
GLǫmpqtq, Spmpqtq, Ompqtq, n “ mt as G “ PSLǫnpqq, PSpnpqq, PΩnpqq;
ii)M lies in the image modulo scalars of GUn
2
pqq.2 and G is symplectic or orthogonal.
C4 M ď PGLǫdpqq ˆ PGLǫepqq, PGSpdpqq ˆ PGOepqq, PGOdpqq ˆ PGOepqq or
PGSpdpqq ˆ PGSpepqq as G “ PSLǫnpqq, PSpnpqq, PΩnpqq or PΩnpqq respectively,
where n “ de and d, e ă n.
C5 i) M lies in Clnpq 1t q for a prime t, where Clnpq 1t q “
PGLǫnpq
1
t q, PGSpnpq 1t q, PGOnpq 1t q as G “ PSLǫnpqq, PSpnpqq, PΩnpqq respec-
tively;
ii) G is unitary and M lies in PGSpn
2
pqq or PGOn
2
pqq.
C6 i) G “ PSLǫnpqq and M lies in the image modulo scalars of t1`2m.Sp2mptq for a
prime t such that n “ tm, where either t is odd and t | q ´ ǫ or t “ 2 and 4 | q ´ ǫ;
ii) G is symplectic or orthogonal and M lies in the image modulo scalars of
21`2m.O2mp2q, where n “ 2m and q is odd.
C7 M lies in Clmpqq ≀ St where n “ mt and Clmpqq has socle PSLǫmpqq, PSpmpqq (qt
odd), PSpmpqq (qt even) or PΩmpqq as G “ PSLǫnpqq, PSpnpqq, PΩnpqq, PΩnpqq
respectively.
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C8 i) G “ PSLnpqq and M is the normalizer of PSpnpqq, PΩnpqq or PSUnpq 12 q;
ii) G “ Spnpqq with q even and M “ SOnpqq.
2.4 The almost-free embedding
Let G be an almost simple classical group as in § 2.1, and let A be a nontrivial finite group.
We define the almost-free embedding of A into G, similar to [21]. If |A| “ a, L is a field and V
is an LA-module, then we say V is almost-free if V “ U‘I, where U ‰ 0 is a free LA-module
and I is the trivial LA-module of dimension s, where 2 ď s ă 2a` 2.
Assume n ě 2a` 2, and let n “ ka` s with k even and 2 ď s ă 2a` 2, and denote by V
the natural module of G. We can embed A into G such that V is an almost-free FqA-module
as follows: observe that if R is the regular module for A, then R2 “ R ‘ R admits non-
degenerate A-invariant symplectic, quadratic and unitary forms. Therefore we can embed A
into G such that V Ó A “ R2 K R2 K ¨ ¨ ¨ K R2 K I, where there are k
2
R2 factors and I is the
trivial A-module of dimension s, allowing us to identify A with a subgroup of G.
3. Main results and reduction of the proof
We now begin stating our two theorems mentioned in § 1, from which we will deduce the
main theorem.
Let A and B be nontrivial finite 2-groups, not both of order 2, and assume |B| ą 2. The
first result below is proved in Sections 5 and 6. It is used in the proof of the main theorem in
the case where B is not elementary abelian. For an integer s and finite groups H1,H2, recall
the definitions of Is,H2pH1q and I2ˆ2,H2pH1q from § 2.1.
Theorem 3.1. Let A and B be nontrivial 2-groups such that B contains an element of order
4. There is an integer N “ NpA,Bq such that for any finite simple classical group G of rank
at least N , there exist elements x P I2,ApGq, y P I4,BpGq such that
ÿ
M maxG
|xG XM |
|xG|
|yG XM |
|yG| ă 1.
The next result is proved in Sections 7 and 8. It is used in the proof of the main theorem
in the case where B is an elementary abelian 2-group.
Theorem 3.2. Let A and B be nontrivial 2-groups such that B contains a subgroup isomor-
phic to C2 ˆ C2. There is an integer N “ NpA,Bq such that for any finite simple classical
group G of rank at least N , there exists an element x P I2,ApGq and a subgroup K P I2ˆ2,BpGq
such that ÿ
M maxG
|xG XM |
|xG|
|tKg : g P G,Kg ďMu|
|KG| ă 1.
We now deduce the main theorem from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2.
Let A and B be nontrivial finite groups, not both of order 2, and let G be a finite simple
classical group of rank n. By [21, Theorem 2.3] we may assume A and B are 2-groups. Assume
that |B| ą 2, so either B contains an element of order 4 or B is elementary abelian. First
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suppose that B contains an element of order 4. Let N “ NpA,Bq be as in Theorem 3.1, and
assume n ě N . For x P I2,ApGq, y P I4,BpGq, the number of pairs of conjugates pxg, yhq with
g, h P G such that xg, yh PM for some maximal subgroup M of G is at mostÿ
M maxG
|xG XM ||yG XM |.
By Theorem 3.1 this is strictly less than |xG||yG| for some x P I2,ApGq, y P I4,BpGq, and hence
there exists a pair of conjugates pxg, yhq that generates G.
If B is elementary abelian, an entirely similar argument using Theorem 3.2 gives the
main theorem.
4. Lower bounds for sizes of almost-free conjugacy classes
Recall the definitions of G and H from § 2.1, and let A be a nontrivial finite group
embedded almost-freely into G (as in § 2.4). In this section we find lower bounds for the sizes
of G-conjugacy classes of elements x P A of prime order or order 4 (if such elements exist),
and subgroups K ď A isomorphic to the Klein 4-group (if such subgroups exists).
We first need a result bounding the sizes of conjugacy classes of elements and Klein
four-groups in finite classical groups. This is a small extension of [15, Corollary 1.8].
Lemma 4.1. Let H be a simple adjoint algebraic group defined over a field of characteristic
p ą 0, and let F be a Steinberg endomorphism of H such that HF is a group of Lie type
over Fq. Assume H
F ‰ 2F4pqq, 2G2pqq, 2B2pqq. Let x P HF and y1, y2 P I2pHF q such that
ry1, y2s “ 1. Also let C “ CHpxq,D “ CHpy1q X CHpy2q with b “ rankpZpC˝{RupC˝qqq, d “
rankpZpD˝{RupD˝qqq. Then
1
2
pq ´ 1qb
qb|C : C˝|q
dimpHq´dimpC˝q ă |xHF | ă pq ` 1q
b
qb|C : C˝|q
dimpHq´dimpC˝q,
1
12
pq ´ 1qd
qd|D : D˝|q
dimpHq´dimpD˝q ă |xy1, y2yHF | ă pq ` 1q
d
qd|D : D˝|q
dimpHq´dimpD˝q.
Proof. We follow the proof of [15, Corollary 1.8]. Let U “ RupC˝q, E “ C˝{U . Then |UF | “
qdimpUq by [15, Lemma 1.7], and by [15, Proposition 1.6],
pq ´ 1qb
qb
qdimpEq ď |EF | ď pq ` 1q
b
qb
qdimpEq.
From [15, Lemma 1.2] we have 1
2
qdimpHq ă |HF | ă qdimpHq, and the bounds for |xHF | follow.
The proof for |xy1, y2yG| is similar, noting that |NHF pxy1, y2yq : CHF pxy1, y2yq| ď |S3|.
We now find lower bounds for the sizes of conjugacy classes of elements x P A ď G of
order r, where r is prime or r “ 4 (if such an element exists), and we restrict to the case
where G “ S is simple. Write P for the set of all prime numbers. Recall that, for groups
H2 ď H1, we write H1 “ H1{ZpH1q and H2 “ H2{pZpH1q XH2q.
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Proposition 4.2. Let A be a nontrivial finite group, and choose r P P Y t4u such that A
contains an element x of order r. Let G be a finite simple classical group with natural module
of dimension n, and assume n ě 2|A| ` 2. If A is embedded almost-freely into G, then
|xG| ą |G| r´1r ` cn
for a constant c “ cpAq depending only on A. In particular, ir,ApGq ą |G| r´1r ` cn .
Proof. Let H be the simple adjoint algebraic group over l “ Fq of characteristic p such that
pHF q1 “ G for a Frobenius morphism F of H. Also, let |A| “ a, x P IrpAq and write n “ ka`s
where k is even and 2 ď s ă 2a` 2. We embed A into G almost-freely as in § 2.4.
First suppose p ∤ r, so x is semisimple with r distinct eigenvalues. With this embedding,
CHpxq˝ is isomorphic to a group in the second or third columns of Table 3.
Table 3: Centralizers of elements x P A ď H of order r, p ∤ r
H CHpxq˝, r odd CHpxq˝, r even
PSLn
ˆ
GLr´1ka
r
ˆGL ka
r
`s
˙
X SLn
ˆ
GLr´1ka
r
ˆGL ka
r
`s
˙
X SLn
PSpn GL
r´1
2
ka
r
ˆ Sp ka
r
`s GL
r´2
2
ka
r
ˆ Sp ka
r
ˆ Sp ka
r
`s
PSOn GL
r´1
2
ka
r
ˆ SOka
r
`s GL
r´2
2
ka
r
ˆ SOka
r
ˆ SOka
r
`s
Observe that in each case we have
dimCHpxq˝ ă 1
r
dimpGq ` cn (1)
for some constant c “ cpAq only depending on A.
By Lemma 4.1 and (1),
|xHF | ą 1
2
pq ´ 1qb
qb|CHpxq : CHpxq˝|q
p1´ 1
r
qdimpGq´cn
where b “ rankpZpCHpxq˝qq. Both the index |CHpxq : CHpxq˝| and b are bounded above by
r. Hence, for some constant c1 “ c1pAq depending only on A, we have
|xHF | ą qp1´ 1r qdimpGq`c1n
and the result follows, completing the proof in the case p ∤ r.
We now consider the case where p | r, so x has Jordan form J
ka
r
r ‘ Js1 . Therefore, by
[18, Theorem 3.1] if H “ PSLn or p ‰ 2 and by [18, Theorem 4.2] if H “ PSpn, PSOn and
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Table 4: Upper bounds for dimpCHpxq˝q, p | r
H dimpCHpxq˝q, r odd dimpCHpxq˝q, r even
PSLn
n2
r
` s2p1´ 1
r
q n2
r
` s2p1´ 1
r
q
PSpn
1
2r
pn2 ` nq ` s2
2
p1´ 1
r
q ` s
2
p1´ 1
r
q 1
2r
pn2 ` 4nq ` s2
16
pr ` 2q ` 3s
8
pr ´ 2q
PSOn
1
2r
pn2 ´ nq ` s2
2
p1´ 1
r
q ` s
2
p1
r
´ 1q n2
2r
` s2
8
p4´ rq ` s
8
p2´ rq
p “ 2, we have upper bounds for dimCHpxq˝ listed in Table 4. In each case, we observe that
(1) holds.
The result now follows by Lemma 4.1 and (1) as in the previous case, noting that
b “ rankpZpCHpxq˝{RupCHpxq˝qqq and |CHpxq : CHpxq˝| are bounded above by 23 (see [18,
Theorem 3.1, Theorem 4.2]).
We now combine [19, Proposition 4.1] and [20, Lemma 1] to give an upper bound for
irpGq for a prime r.
Proposition 4.3 ([19, 20]). Let G be a finite almost simple classical group with natural module
V of dimension n, and assume G ď PGLpV q. Then for any prime r,
irpGq ă |G|
r´1
r
` c
n
for some constant c “ cprq depending only on r.
We now consider Klein four-groups, and prove a result analogous to Proposition 4.2.
Proposition 4.4. Let A be a finite group containing a Klein four-group K. Let G be a finite
simple classical group with natural module of dimension n, and assume n ě 2|A| ` 2. If A is
embedded almost-freely into G, then
|KG| ą |G| 34` cn
for a constant c “ cpAq depending only on A.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 4.2. Let K “ xy1, y2y. If |A| “ a then let
n “ ka` s, where k is even and 2 ď s ă 2a` 2.
First suppose p ‰ 2, so y1 and y2 are semisimple. Let D “ CHpy1q XCHpy2q. Since A is
embedded almost-freely, D˝ is isomorphic toˆ
GL3ka
4
ˆGL ka
4
`s
˙
X SLn if H “ PSLn,
Sp3ka
4
ˆ Sp ka
4
`s if H “ PSpn,
SO3ka
4
ˆ SOka
4
`s if H “ PSOn.
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In each case we have
dimD˝ ă 1
4
dimpGq ` cn (2)
for some constant c “ cpAq depending only on A.
By Lemma 4.1 and (2),
|xy1, y2yHF | ą 1
12
pq ´ 1qd
qd|D : D˝|q
3
4
dimpGq´cn
where d “ rankpZpD˝qq. Both the index |D : D˝| and d are bounded above by 4. Hence, for
some constant c1 “ c1pAq depending only on A, we have
|xy1, y2yHF | ą q
3
4
dimpGq`c1n
and the result follows, which completes the proof for the case p ‰ 2.
We now consider the case where p “ 2, so y1 and y2 are unipotent elements. For n1 ď n22 ,
let jn1,n2 denote the matrix ¨
˝In1 In2´2n1
In1 In1
˛
‚P GLn2 .
Since A is almost-free, we can take y1, y2 as the image modulo scalars of
jka
2
,n,
¨
˚˝jka4 , ka2
Is
jka
4
, ka
2
˛
‹‚
respectively, where for H symplectic or orthogonal this is with respect to a basis with Gram
matrix ¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
J
J
J 1
J
J
˛
‹‹‹‹‚
where
J “
˜
I ka
8
I ka
8
¸
, J 1 “
˜
I s
2
I s
2
¸
,
and if H is orthogonal this is with respect to a basis te1, . . . , enu and quadratic form f defined
as
fp
nÿ
i“1
λieiq “
4ÿ
j“1
ka
8ÿ
i“1
λ pj´1qka
8
`i
λ
n´ jka
8
`i
`
s
2ÿ
i“ ka
2
`1
λiλ s
2
`i. (3)
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Let D “ CHpy1q X CHpy2q. Then D consists of images of matrices¨
˝XP Y
Q R X
˛
‚
where X P GL ka
2
, Y P GLs, X and Q commute with jka
4
, ka
2
, P “ Pjka
4
, ka
2
and R “ jka
4
, ka
2
R.
Observe that D “ UL, where U is the subgroup with X “ Y “ 1 and L is the subgroup with
P “ Q “ R “ 0. Write X,Q,P and R as block matrices
X “
ˆ
X1
X2 X1
˙
, Q “
ˆ
Q1
Q2 Q1
˙
, P “ `P1 0˘ , R “
ˆ
0
R1
˙
with blocks of appropriate dimensions.
If H “ PSLn, then X,Y lie in CGL ka
2
pjka
4
, ka
2
q, GLs respectively. By [18, Theorem 3.1],
dimpCGL ka
2
pjka
4
, ka
2
qq “ 1
8
k2a2,
and so dimpLq “ 1
8
k2a2 ` s2 ´ 1. We have dimpUq “ 1
8
k2a2 ` 1
2
kas. Hence
dimpD˝q “ n
2
4
` 3
4
s2 ´ 1.
If H is symplectic, then the following conditions hold:
X P CSp ka
2
pjka
4
, ka
2
q, (4)
Y P Sps, (5)
R “ Y TJ 1PX´1J, (6)
XT1 JQ1 “ QT1 JX1, (7)
XT1 JQ2 `QT2 JX1 `XT2 JQ1 `QT1 JX2 “ P T1 J 1P1. (8)
By [18, Theorem 4.3],
dimpCSp ka
2
pjka
4
, ka
2
qq “ 1
16
k2a2 ` 1
4
ka, (9)
and so dimpLq “ 1
16
k2a2 ` 1
2
ka ` 1
2
sps ` 1q by (4) and (5). Using conditions (6)-(8), matrix
calculations show that dimpUq “ 1
16
k2a2 ` 1
4
kas` 1
4
ka. Hence
dimpD˝q “ n
2
8
` n
2
` 3s
2
8
.
If H is orthogonal, then in addition to conditions (4), (6)-(8) two further conditions hold
(coming from the quadratic form in (3)):
Y P SOs, (10)
pXT1 JQ2qii “ pXT2 JQ1qii, 1 ď i ď
ka
4
. (11)
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By (4), (9) and (10) we have dimpLq “ 1
16
k2a2 ` 1
4
ka` 1
2
sps´ 1q. From (6)-(8) and (11) we
calculate dimpUq “ 1
16
k2a2 ` 1
4
kas´ 1
4
ka. Hence
dimpD˝q “ n
2
8
` 3s
2
8
´ s
2
.
Therefore, in each case (2) holds for some constant c “ cpAq only depending on A.
Both the index |D : D˝| and rankpZpD˝{RupD˝qqq are bounded above by 24 (see [18,
Theorem 3.1, Theorem 4.2]), and so the result follows as in the previous case by Lemma 4.1
and (2).
5. Elements of order 4: classical groups
Recall the definitions of S,G,H and F from § 2.1. In this section we count elements of
order 4 in G where G is contained in HF or a split extension of HF by the group generated
by an involutory automorphism of S. The result will be useful in the proof of Proposition 6.1
in § 6, and we only require the result for these specific split extensions.
Proposition 5.1. There exist absolute constants c1, c2 such that if S, G, H and F are as
above with G ď HF xαy for some α P I2pAutpSqq Y t1u, then
|G| 34` c1n ă i4pGq ă |G|
3
4
`
c2
n .
Before we begin the proof of Proposition 5.1, we briefly discuss the setup for Shintani
descent. This technique uses facts about algebraic groups and allows us to count elements of
a given order in GzS.
5.1 Shintani descent
We follow [5, § 2.6]. Let X be a connected linear algebraic group over the algebraic closure
of Fp. Let FX : X Ñ X be a Frobenius map, a bijective algebraic group endomorphism with
finite fixed point subgroup XFX . Let Y0 “ XFX and Y “ XF eX for some integer e. Denote by
E be the cyclic group of automorphisms of Y generated by FX , so |E| “ e, and let Y.E be
the semidirect product of Y and E.
We consider Y.E-conjugacy classes of elements of the form gFX P Y FX . By the Lang-
Steinberg theorem, there exists x P X such that g “ px´1qpFXxq. Then xpgFXqex´1 is fixed
by FX , and hence an element of Y0. This allows us to define a well-defined map f from the
Y.E-conjugacy classes in the coset Y FX to Y0-conjugacy classes by
f : pgFX qY.E ÞÑ pxpgFX qex´1qY0 ,
and we call this map the Shintani map of Y corresponding to FX . The following result is
taken from [5, Lemma 2.13].
Lemma 5.2. With the notation above, the following hold:
(i) We have
CY pgFX q “ x´1CY0pxpgFX qex´1qx “ Cx´1Y0xppgFX qeq.
In particular, |CY pgFX q| “ |CY0pxpgFX qex´1q| for all g P Y .
(ii) The Shintani map f is a bijection.
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5.2 Proof of Proposition 5.1
Observe that to prove the upper bound in Proposition 5.1 it suffices to prove the result for
G “ HF xαy, and similarly for the lower bound it suffices to prove the result for G “ S. In
fact, the lower bound holds by Proposition 4.2, and so from now on we will only consider the
case G “ HF xαy.
Lemma 5.3. Proposition 5.1 holds in the case α “ 1.
Proof. Firstly suppose p ‰ 2, and let x P I4pHF q. Then x has at most 4 distinct eigenvalues.
If ni P Zě0, 1 ď i ď 4 are the dimensions of the eigenspaces of x, then CHpxq˝ is isomorphic
to a group in column 2 of Table 5.
Table 5: Centralizers of elements x P H of order 4, p ‰ 2
H CHpxq˝ Conditions
PSLn
ś
ni
GLni X SLn
PSpn GLn1 ˆ Spn3 ˆ Spn4 n1 “ n2
PSOn GLn1 ˆ SOn3 ˆ SOn4 n1 “ n2
PSpn, PSOn GLn1 ˆGLn3 n1 “ n2, n3 “ n4
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have
dimpCHpxq˝q ą 1
4
dimpGq ` cn (12)
for some absolute constant c. Therefore, by Lemma 4.1 we have
|xHF | ă pq ` 1q
b
qb|CHpxq : CHpxq˝|q
3
4
dimpGq´cn (13)
where b “ rankZpCHpxq˝q ă 4.
There are fewer than c1pqnq3 H-conjugacy classes of elements of order 4 for some absolute
constant c1. For any x P HF , the F -stable elements of the H-conjugacy class xH split into at
most |CHpxq : CHpxq˝| HF -classes. Therefore, using (13),
i4pHF q ă q
3
4
dimpGq`c1n
for some absolute constant c1, and the result follows for p ‰ 2.
We now move onto the case where p “ 2. Let x P I4pHF q have Jordan form
À4
i“1 J
ni
i .
Then, by [18, Theorem 3.1] ifH is linear and [18, Theorem 4.2] ifH is symplectic or orthogonal,
we have dimCHpxq˝ listed in Table 6.
One can easily verify that
ÿ
in2i ` 2
ÿ
iăj
ininj ě 1
4
p
ÿ
iniq2 “ 1
4
n2,
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Table 6: Dimensions of CHpxq˝, p “ 2
H dimpCHpxq˝q Notes
PSLn
ř
in2i ` 2
ř
iăj ininj ´ 1
PSpn
1
2
ř
in2i `
ř
iăj ininj ` 12
ř
i odd ni `
ř
i even δini δi P t0, 1u
PSOn
1
2
ř
in2i `
ř
iăj ininj ´ 12
ř
i odd ni ´
ř
i even δini δi P t0, 1u
and so (12) holds. Therefore, by Lemma 4.1,
|xHF | ă pq ` 1q
b
qb|CHpxq : CHpxq˝|q
3
4
dimpGq´cn
where b “ rankZpCHpxq˝{RupCHpxq˝qq ď 4.
By [18, Theorem 4.2], for an element of order 4 with a given Jordan form, the number
of H-classes of elements with that form is at most 4. Therefore there are fewer than c1n3
H-classes of elements of order 4 for some absolute constant c1. By [18, Theorem 7.1] if H
is linear and by [18, Theorem 7.3] if H is symplectic or orthogonal, for any x P I4pHF q the
F -stable elements of the H-conjugacy class xH split into at most 4 HF -classes. The result
now follows as in the previous case.
Lemma 5.4. Proposition 5.1 holds if p ‰ 2 and α ‰ 1.
Proof. By Lemma 5.3 it suffices to consider elements in the coset HFα.
Let gα P I4pHFαq, so ggα P I2pHF q. Observe that gα acts on CHF pggαq, and that
CHF pggαq contains a subgroup C “ C0 listed in Table 1. In most cases C{ZpCq is isomorphic
to a simple group or a direct product of simple groups, and gα acts on C{ZpCq (C is a
characteristic subgroup of CHF pggαq). The exceptions are listed above Table 1, and in these
cases let C be last term in the derived series of C0, on which gα acts. Therefore gα acts on
C{ZpCq – S1 or S1 ˆ S2, where S1, S2 are simple.
If C{ZpCq – S1, then CS1pgαq contains a subgroup C1 isomorphic to a group listed in
Table 1. We compute that
|C1| ą |S1|
1
2
` c
n ą |HF | 14` c
1
n
for some absolute constants c, c1. Therefore
|CCpgαq| ą |HF |
1
4
` c
1
n ,
and so
|gαHF xαy| ă |HF | 34` c
2
n (14)
for some absolute constant c2.
If C{ZpCq – S1 ˆS2 and S1 fl S2, then gα acts on each factor. As in the previous case,
we compute
|CSipgαq| ą |Si|
1
2
` c
n ,
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and so
|CCpgαq| ą |S1 ˆ S2| 12` cn ą |HF | 14` c
1
n .
Hence (14) holds as above.
If C{ZpCq – S1ˆS2 and S1 – S2, then gα may switch the factors. In the case where gα
does not switch the factors, we have |gαHF xαy| bounded as in the previous case. Otherwise
CC{ZpCqpgαq – S1,
and so
|CCpgαq| ą |S1| ą |HF |
1
4
` c
n .
Hence (14) holds for all gα P I4pHFαq.
We now bound the number of conjugacy classes of elements in I4pHFαq. Let gα, hα P
I4pHFαq and ggα “ t P I2pHF q, and suppose tx “ hhα for some x P HF . Then gα and
phαqx´1 act on CHF ptq. Observe that if gα and phαqx´1 are conjugate in HF , then they are
conjugate in CHF ptq, since both square to t. Therefore, to count the number of classes in
I4pHFαq, it suffices to count the number of CHF ptq-classes of involutions in OutpCHF ptqq for
each class of involutions t P HF . In [8], it is proved that any automorphism of a simple group
T lifts to automorphism of the quasisimple group Y such that Y “ T ; moreover the number of
automorphisms of Y restricting to a given automorphism of T is less than qcn for some absolute
constant c. Therefore, the natural homomorphism AutpCHF ptqq Ñ AutpCHF ptq{ZpCHF ptqqq
is surjective, with the order of the kernel bounded above by qc
1n for some absolute constant
c1. The number of CHF ptq-classes in I2pOutpCHF ptqqq is therefore less than the number of
CHF ptq{ZpCHF ptqq-classes in I2pOutpCHF ptq{ZpCHF ptqqqq multiplied by qc
1n. For t P I2pHF q
define the subgroup C ď CHF ptq as above. It therefore suffices to bound the number of
C{ZpCq-classes in I2pOutpC{ZpCqqq, since AutpC{ZpCqq “ AutpCHF ptq{ZpCHF ptqqq.
We have C{ZpCq – S1 or S1ˆS2, where S1, S2 are simple groups. By [11, Theorem 4.5.1],
the number of InndiagpSiq-classes of involutions in OutpSiq (i “ 1, 2) is less c2n for some
absolute constant c2. Since | InndiagpSiq : Si| ď q ` 1 (i “ 1, 2), there are fewer than
c3qn Si-classes of involutions in OutpSiq. Involutory automorphisms of C{ZpCq either act
on each factor or switch the factors (if two isomorphic factors are present). Therefore, the
number of C{ZpCq-classes of involutions in OutpC{ZpCqq is less than c3qnpc3qn`1q. By [11,
Theorem 4.5.1] again, the number of classes of involutions in HF is less than c4n. Hence the
number of HF -classes in I4pHFαq is less than qdn for some absolute constant d. The result
now follows.
Lemma 5.5. Proposition 5.1 holds if p “ 2 and α ‰ 1.
Proof. By Lemma 5.3 it suffices to prove the upper bound for HFα. With the terminology of
§ 2.2, either α is a field or graph-field automorphism, or H “ PSLn, PSOn and α is a graph
automorphism.
In the case where α is a field or graph-field automorphism, we consider the Shintani
map of HF corresponding to a Frobenius map F0 : H Ñ H such that F 20 “ F and, as
an element of AutpSq, F0 is InndiagpSq-conjugate to α. By Lemma 5.2, HF xαy-classes of
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elements of order 4 in HFα are in one to one correspondence with HF0-classes of involutions.
Moreover, for x P HFα, the centralizer CHF pxq has the same order as the centralizer of an
involution y P HF0 . By [18, Theorem 7.1, Theorem 7.3], there are fewer than cn HF0-classes
of involutions for some absolute constant c. By Proposition 4.3,
|CHF0 pyq| ą |HF0 |
1
2
` c
1
n @y P I2pHF0q
for some absolute constant c1, and the result follows.
Now suppose α is a graph automorphism. First consider H “ PSLn. By considering
the quotient map SLnxαy Ñ PSLnxαy, it suffices to show the bound holds for i4pSLǫnpqqαq.
Let gα P I4pSLǫnpqqαq. We consider gα as a unipotent element of Sp2n. Let W be the natural
module of Sp2n. By [16, Theorem 1.2], gα has an orthogonal decomposition of the form
W Ó gα “W p2qb `W p4qc ` V p2qd
where 0 ď d ď 2 and gα has Jordan normal form J2m ‘ J2m on W p2mq (m “ 1, 2) and J2
on V p2q, so n “ 2b` 4c` d. Moreover, each decomposition represents a unique SLn-class of
unipotent elements in I4pSLnαq. By [16, Theorem 1.3] we have
CSLǫnpqqpgαq “ DR
where
|D| “ qdimRupCSLnpgαqq “
#
q2c
2` 1
2
d2`4bc`2bd`2cd´2b´c´ 1
2
d if d ě 1,
q2c
2`4bc`c if d “ 0,
R “
#
Sp2bpqq ˆ Sp2cpqq if d ě 1,
Sp2bpqq ˆO2cpqq if d “ 0.
It then follows that
|CSLǫnpqqpgαqq| ą c1q
1
4
p2b`4c`dq2` 1
4
p2b`dqp2b`d´2q ě c1q 14 p2b`4c`dq2´ 14 ą q n
2
4
`c2.
By [16, Theorem 1.3], each SLn-class of elements in I4pSLǫnpqqαq splits into at most 2 SLǫnpqq-
classes, and so there are fewer than c2n SLǫnpqq-classes of elements in I4pSLǫnpqqαq. The result
now follows for H “ PSLn.
Now supposeH “ PSOn, so HF xαy – SOǫnpqq. ThenHF xαy ď Spnpqq, and so the result
follows from Lemma 5.3 since |Spnpqq| 34` cn „ |SOnpqq| 34` c
1
n . This completes the proof.
6. Elements of order 4: maximal subgroups
Let G be a finite simple classical group, with natural module of dimension n over Fqδ ,
where δ “ 2 if G is unitary and δ “ 1 otherwise.
In this section, we prove Theorem 3.1 over three subsections. Let A and B be nontrivial
finite 2-groups with |A| “ a, |B| “ b, x P I2pAq and y P I4pBq. Also assume n ě maxt2a `
2, 2b` 2u, and embed A and B almost-freely into G as in § 2.4 with n “ kaa` sa “ kbb` sb,
where ki is even and 2 ď si ă 2i` 2 for i “ a, b.
In § 6.1, we prove the following result.
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Proposition 6.1. There exists an absolute constant c such that for any non-parabolic maximal
subgroup M of G,
i4pMq ă |M |
3
4 qcn.
Recall the notation of § 2.3. In § 6.2, we prove
Proposition 6.2. For a maximal parabolic subgroup M “ Pm p1 ď m ď n2 q,
ÿ
MgPMG
|xG XMg|
|xG|
|yG XMg|
|yG| ă q
´f`cm,
where c “ cpA,Bq is a constant depending only on A and B, and
f “
$’’&
’’%
1
4
mpn´mq if G “ PSLnpqq,
1
8
mp2n ´ 3mq if G “ PSpnpqq, PΩnpqq,
1
4
mp2n ´ 3mq if G “ PSUnpqq.
In particular, ´f ` cm ă ´ δn
4
` c1 for some constant c1 “ c1pA,Bq.
Using Propositions 6.1 and 6.2, we deduce Theorem 3.1 in § 6.3.
6.1 Non-parabolic maximal subgroups
Recall the descriptions of Aschbacher classes Ci, 1 ď i ď 8 and S from § 2.3. In this section,
we prove Proposition 6.1 for each Aschbacher class.
Lemma 6.3. Proposition 6.1 holds for M P C1 with M non-parabolic.
Proof. Let M P C1 with M non-parabolic as in Table 2. Suppose we are in the unitary case,
so M lies is the image modulo scalars of GUmpqq ˆGUn´mpqq. Then by Propositions 4.3 and
5.1,
i4pMq ă cpi4pPGUmpqqq ` i2pPGUmpqqq ` 1qpi4pPGUn´mpqqq ` i2pPGUn´mpqqq ` 1q
ă |PGUmpqq| 34` c
1
m |PGUn´mpqq|
3
4
` c
2
n´m
ă |M | 34 qc3n.
The remaining cases are proved similarly.
Lemma 6.4. Proposition 6.1 holds for M P C2.
Proof. Suppose M P C2 is as in Table 2. First consider the case where M is of the form
Clmpqq ≀ St (see Table 2). Let ppg1, . . . , gtq, αq P M be an element of order 4, where gi lies in
Clmpqq and α P St. Suppose α has lk k-cycles for 1 ď k ď t. For i P t1, . . . , tu, if αpiq “ i,
then g4i “ λ for some scalar λ; if αpiq “ j, αpjq “ i, then pgigjq2 “ λ; if i is contained in a
4-cycle of α, then gigαpiqgα2piqgα3piq “ λ.
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Let j4pStq denote the number of elements of order dividing 4 in St. From [26], we have
j4pStq „ t! τ
t
?
8πt
expp1
τ
` 1
2τ2
` 1
4τ4
q,
where τ “ 1
32
t´
5
4 p1` 8t 14 ` 8t 12 ` 32tq. Since t´ 14 ă τ ă 2t´ 14 , we have
j4pStq ă c2tt!t´
t
4
´ 1
2 exppt 14 ` 2t 12 ` 4tq.
for an absolute constant c. Using Stirling’s formula, it is then easy to show
j4pStq ă |St|
3
4 ec
1t (15)
for some absolute constant c1.
For a scalar λ let ij,λpClmpqqq be the number of elements g P Clmpqq such that gj “ λ.
Also, by Propositions 4.2 and 5.1, for absolute constants ci we have
i2,λpClmpqqq ă c1i2pPClmpqqq ă |PClmpqq|
1
2
`
c2
m , (16)
i4,λpClmpqqq ă c3i4pPClmpqqq ă |PClmpqq|
3
4
`
c4
m . (17)
Therefore, using (15)-(17),
i4pMq ă j4pStq
ÿ
λ
ÿ
l1`2l2`4l4“t
i4,λpClmpqqql1 i2,λpClmpqqql2 |Clmpqq|3l4`l2
ă |St|
3
4 |Clmpqq|
3
4
pl1`2l2`4l4qqc
2n
ă |M | 34 qc3n.
Now suppose M is of type GLn
2
pqδq.2. Here the result follows from Proposition 5.1, as
i4pMq ă ci4pPGLn
2
pqδq.2q ă |M | 34` c
1
n
for absolute constants c, c1. This completes the proof for the case M P C2.
Lemma 6.5. Proposition 6.1 holds for M P Ci, 3 ď i ď 8, and for M P S .
Proof. If M P C3,C5 or C8 as in Table 2, the result follows immediately from Proposition 5.1.
For M P C4 with M ď Cl1dpqq ˆ Cl2epqq,
i4pMq ă pi4pCl1dpqqq ` i2pCl1dpqqq ` 1qpi4pCl2epqqq ` i2pCl2epqqq ` 1q,
and using Propositions 4.3 and 5.1 gives
i4pMq ă |Cl1dpqq|
3
4
` c
1
d |Cl2epqq|
3
4
` c
2
e ă |M | 34 qc3n.
Suppose M P C6. In each case it can easily be shown that |M | ă qcn for some absolute
constant c, and the result follows.
If M P C7, then arguing as in Lemma 6.4 we can show i4pMq ă |M | 34 qcn for some
absolute constant c.
Finally supposeM P S . ThenM is an almost simple group acting absolutely irreducibly
on V . If socpMq ‰ An`1, An`2, then |M | ă q3n by [17]. If socpMq “ An`1, An`2, then
i4pMq ă |M | 34 qcn as in (15) from the proof of Lemma 6.4. The result follows.
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6.2 Parabolic maximal subgroups
In this subsection we move towards proving Theorem 3.1 by proving Proposition 6.2. Recall
the definitions of G,x P A and y P B.
For the remainder of this section, we assume M “ Pm is a maximal parabolic subgroup
of G stabilizing a totally singular m-space for some 1 ď m ď n
2
. In the proof of Proposition
6.2, instead of considering i4pMq as in Proposition 6.1, we consider fixed points of x and y
acting onMG “ tMg : g P Gu in Lemmas 6.6 and 6.7 respectively. We then prove Proposition
6.2 immediately afterwards.
For a t-dimensional vector spaceW over Fqδ equipped with a zero, symplectic, orthogonal
or unitary form (where δ “ 2 if the form is unitary and δ “ 1 otherwise), let pmpW q denote
the number of totally singular m-subspaces of W . One can easily calculate
pmpW q „
$’’’&
’’’%
qmpt´mq if W is linear,
qmpt´
3m
2
` 1
2
q if W is symplectic,
qmpt´
3m
2
´ 1
2
q if W is orthogonal,
qmp2t´3mq if W is unitary.
(18)
For an element g P GLpW q stabilizing a subspace U Ă W , write gU for the restriction
of g to U . Furthermore, if a basis B of U is specified, write rgU sB for the matrix of gU with
respect to B.
For positive integers s, i, define Js,i P GLsipqq as
Js,i “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
Is
Is Is
Is Is
. . .
Is Is
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‚. (19)
It will be useful in the proofs of Lemmas 6.6 and 6.7 to note that from [18, Theorem 7.1], forř
1ďiď4 ili “ m, we have
|CGLmpqq
` à
1ďiď4
Jli,i
˘| „ qř1ďiď4 il2i`2řiăj ililj . (20)
Let T be a finite group acting transitively on a set Ω. For t P T , define
fixpt,Ωq “ |tω P Ω : ωt “ ωu|.
The fixed point ratio of t P T is defined as
fprpt,Ωq “ fixpt,Ωq|Ω| .
For ω P Ω, let S “ Tω. An elementary argument counting pairs tpω, sq : ω P Ω, s P tT , ωs “ ωu
in two different ways shows we can also express the fixed point ratio as
fprpt,Ωq “ |t
T X S|
|tT | . (21)
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6.2.1 Fixed point ratios of almost-free involutions and elements of order 4
Recall that G is a finite simple classical group with natural module of dimension n over Fqδ ,
A is a nontrivial 2-group embedded almost-freely into G with |A| “ a, n “ kaa ` sa and
2 ď s ă 2a` 2, and x P I2pAq.
We first bound the fixed point ratio of x.
Lemma 6.6. Let M “ Pm be a maximal parabolic subgroup of G. Then
fprpx,MGq ă q´f`cm
where c “ cpAq is a constant depending only on A, and
f “
$’’&
’’%
1
2
mpn´mq if G “ PSLnpqq,
1
4
mp2n ´ 3mq if G “ PSpnpqq, PΩnpqq,
1
2
mp2n ´ 3mq if G “ PSUnpqq.
Proof. If V is the natural module of G, observe that fixpx,MGq is less than or equal to the
number of totally singular m-spaces of V fixed by x. We count the number of possible totally
singular m-subspaces U Ă V invariant under x.
Throughout, write k “ ka, s “ sa for ease of notation, so that n “ ka` s.
Case G “ PSLnpqq. First suppose q is odd. We have V Ó x “ E´1 ‘ E1, where Ei is the
i-eigenspace of x for i “ ˘1, and E´1, E1 has dimension ka2 , ka2 ` s respectively. Hence for
any m-subspace U Ă V stabilized by x we have U “ U´1 ‘U1, where U´1 is an l-subspace of
E´1 and U1 is an pm´ lq-subspace of E1, for some 0 ď l ď m. Therefore, using (18) we have
fixpx,MGq ď
ÿ
0ďlďm
plpE´1qpm´lpE1q
ă
ÿ
0ďlďm
cqlp
ka
2
´lq`pm´lqpka
2
`s´pm´lqq
ă q 12mpn´mq`c1m
for some constant c1 “ c1pAq depending only on A. Hence
fprpx,MGq ă q
1
2
mpn´mq`c1m
c2qmpn´mq
ă q´ 12mpn´mq`c3m.
Now suppose q is even. With the almost-free embedding, there exists a basis teiu of V
with respect to which
x “
˜
Jka
2
,2
Is
¸
.
Suppose x stabilizes an m-subspace U Ă V . There exists a basis β “ tuiumi“1 of U such that
rxU sβ “
ˆ
Jl,2
Im´2l
˙
. (22)
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for some 0 ď l ď m
2
.
Let ui “
řn
j“1 αijej for αij P Fq, and let α “ pαijq. Then
rxU sTβα “ αxT . (23)
Therefore, we can write
α “
¨
˝A1 A2 B1A1
A3 B2
˛
‚
where
A1, A2 PMl, ka
2
pqq,
A3 PMm´2l, ka
2
pqq,
B1 PMl,spqq,
B2 PMm´2l,spqq.
Let ∆plq be the number of matrices of the form of α as above, so
∆plq “ q nm2 `pm2 ´lqs
Then ∆plq is an upper bound for the number of bases β of an m-subspace U stabilized by x,
with x acting as (22).
Once α is fixed, β (and hence U) is also fixed. Observe that CGLmpqqprxU sβq acts regularly
on the set of bases β1 of U such that rxU sβ “ rxU sβ1 , and so the number of such bases is
|CGLmpqqprxU sβq|. Hence, using (20),
fixpx,MGq ă
ÿ
0ďlďm
2
∆plq
|CGLmpqqprxU sβq|
ă
ÿ
0ďlďm
2
cq
nm
2
`pm
2
´lqs´2l2´pm´2lq2´2lpm´2lq ă q nm2 ´m
2
2
`c1m.
for a constant c1 “ c1pAq depending only on A. Therefore
fprpx,MGq ă q
nm
2
´m
2
2
`c1m
c2qmpn´mq
ă q´ 12mpn´mq`c3m,
completing the proof in the linear case.
Case G “ PSpnpqq. First suppose q is odd. We have V Ó x “ E´1 K E1, where E´1, E1 are
as in the linear case. Hence for any m-subspace U Ă V stabilized by x we have U “ U´1 K
U1, where U´1, U1 are totally singular l, pm ´ lq-subspaces of E´1, E1 respectively, for some
0 ď l ď m. Therefore, by (18) we have
fixpx,MGq ď
ÿ
0ďlďm
plpE´1qpm´lpE1q
ă
ÿ
0ďlďm
cqlp
ka
2
´ 3l
2
` 1
2
q`pm´lqpka
2
`s´ 3pm´lq
2
` 1
2
q
22
ă q 14mp2n´3mq`c1m
for some constant c1 “ c1pAq depending only on A. The result now follows as in the linear
case using (18).
Now suppose q is even. With the almost-free embedding, there exists a basis teiu of V
with Gram matrix ¨
˚˝ I ka2
I ka
2
D
˛
‹‚
(where D is a Gram matrix for an s-dimensional symplectic space) with respect to which
x “
¨
˚˝Jka4 ,2
JTka
4
,2
Is
˛
‹‚. (24)
Suppose x stabilizes a totally singular m-subspace U Ă V . There exists a basis β “ tuiumi“1
of U such that rxU sβ is as in (22) for some 0 ď l ď m2 .
Let ui “
řn
j“1 αijej for αij P Fq, and let α “ pαijq. Then
rxU sTβα “ αxT .
Therefore, we can write
α “
¨
˝A1 A2 B1 B2 C1A1 B2
A3 B3 C2
˛
‚
where
A1, A2, B1, B2 PMl, ka
4
pqq,
A3, B3 PMm´2l, ka
4
pqq,
C1 PMl,spqq,
C2 PMm´2l,spqq.
Let ∆plq be the number of matrices of the form of α as above with linearly independent
rows ui such that the subspace of V spanned by tuiu is totally singular. The number of choices
for rows ui (2l ` 1 ď i ď m) of α is less than qpm´2lqpka2 `sq, as this gives`
0 A3 B3 0 C2
˘
.
Given the above rows, we now count the number of choices for the remaining rows. Let W0
be the subspace of V spanned by the ui (2l ` 1 ď i ď m). Define a linear map θ : V Ñ V by
nÿ
j“1
γjej ÞÑ
ka
4ÿ
j“1
γjej` ka
4
`
kaÿ
j“ 3ka
4
`1
γjej´ ka
4
. (25)
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Observe that for any v1, v2 P V we have pv1, v1θq “ 0, pv1, v2θq “ pv1θ, v2q and v1θ2 “ 0.
Inductively, for 1 ď i ď l, choose ui P WKi´1 such that dim pxWi´1, ui, uiθyq “ dimpWi´1q ` 2;
then defineWi “ xWi´1, ui, uiθy Ă V (note that ui P WKi´1 implies uiθ PWKi´1 since puiθ,wq “
pui, wθq “ 0 for all w PWi´1). Then, for 1 ď i ď l, ui are the rows of`
A1 A2 B1 B2 C1
˘
,
and uiθ are the rows of `
0 A1 B2 0 0
˘
.
For 1 ď i ď l, the number of choices for ui is less than qn´pm´2l`2i´2q since dimpWi´1q “
m´ 2l ` 2i´ 2. Therefore we have
∆plq ă qp
ř
1ďiďl n´pm´2l`2i´2qq`pm´2lqpka2 `sq “ q nm2 `pm2 ´lqs´lpm´l´1q.
Once α is fixed, β (and hence U) is also fixed. As in the linear case, the number of bases β1
of U such that rxU sβ “ rxU sβ1 is |CGLmpqqprxsβq|. Hence,
fixpx,MGq ă
ÿ
0ďlďm
2
∆plq
|CGLmpqqprxsβq|
ă
ÿ
0ďlďm
2
cq
nm
2
`pm
2
´lqs´lpm´l´1q´2l2´pm´2lq2´2lpm´2lq
ă q nm2 ´ 3m
2
4
`c1m. (26)
for a constant c1 “ c1pAq depending only on A. Therefore
fprpx,MGq ă q
nm
2
´ 3m
2
4
`c1m
c2qmpn´
3m
2
` 1
2
q
ă q´ 14mp2n´3mq`c3m,
for a constant c3 “ c3pAq depending only on A, completing the proof in the symplectic case.
Case G “ PΩǫnpqq. For q odd, the proof is similar to the symplectic case.
For q even, with the almost-free embedding there exists a basis teiu of V such that x is
as in (24) and the quadratic form Q on V is defined as
Qp
nÿ
i“1
λieiq “
ka
2ÿ
i“1
λiλi` ka
2
`Q1p
nÿ
i“ka`1
λieiq,
where Q1 is a quadratic form of type ǫ on the subspace xeka`1, . . . , eny Ă V . This basis yields
the Gram matrix ¨
˚˝ I ka2
I ka
2
D
˛
‹‚
(where D is a Gram matrix for an s-dimensional orthogonal space of type ǫ).
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If x stabilizes a totally singular m-subspace of U Ă V , then U is totally singular with
respect to the symplectic form on V determined by Q. Hence from (26),
fixpx,MGq ă q nm2 ´ 3m
2
4
`cm
for a constant c “ cpAq depending only on A. Therefore
fprpx,MGq ă q
nm
2
´ 3m
2
4
`c1m
c2qmpn´
3m
2
´ 1
2
q
ă q 14mp3m´2nq`c3m,
for a constant c3 “ c3pAq depending only on A, proving the result in the orthogonal case.
Case G “ PSUnpqq. The proof in this case is similar to the symplectic case.
Recall that G is a finite simple classical group with natural module of dimension n,
B is a nontrivial 2-group embedded almost-freely into G with |B| “ b, n “ kbb ` sb and
2 ď sb ă 2b` 2, and y P I4pBq. We now bound fixpy,MGq.
Lemma 6.7. Let M “ Pm be a maximal parabolic subgroup of G. Then
fixpy,MGq ă qf`cm
where c “ cpBq is a constant depending only on B, and
f “
$’’&
’’%
1
4
mpn´mq if G “ PSLnpqq,
1
8
mp2n ´ 3mq if G “ PSpnpqq, PΩnpqq,
1
4
mp2n ´ 3mq if G “ PSUnpqq.
Proof. The approach is similar to that of Lemma 6.6. If V is the natural module of G,
observe that fixpy,MGq is less than or equal to the number of totally singular m-spaces
U Ă V invariant under y. As in Lemma 6.6, we count the number of possible U .
For ease of notation, let k “ kb, s “ sb, so that n “ kb` s.
Case G “ PSLnpqq. First suppose q is odd. Then V Ó y “ Ei,´i ‘ E´1 ‘ E1, where
E˘1 is the ˘1-eigenspace of y, with E´1, E1 of dimension kb4 , kb4 ` s respectively, and over
Fq2 , Ei,´i “ Ei ‘ E´i where E˘i is the ˘i-eigenspace of y, each of dimension kb4 . For any
m-subspace U Ă V stabilized by y we have U “ Ui,´i ‘ U´1 ‘ U1, where Uj Ă Ej is an
lj-subspace for j “ ˘1, and Ui,´i Ă Ei,´i; moreover, over Fq2 , Ui,´i “ Ui ‘U´i with Uj Ă Ej
an lj-subspace for j “ ˘i such that
ř
j“˘i,˘1 lj “ m.
If q ” 1 mod 4, then Ei and E´i are defined over Fq, and so the number of subspaces
Ui,´i of dimension li ` l´i is plipEiqpl´ipE´i); if q ” 3 mod 4, then we have li “ l´i, and the
number of 2li-subspaces of Ei‘E´i defined over Fq is plipEiq (where E˘i is defined over Fq2).
Therefore, using (18) we have
fixpy,MGq ď
$&
%
řř
lj“m
plipEiqpl´ipE´iqpl´1pE´1qpl1pE1q if q ” 1 mod 4,ř
2li`l´1`l1“m
plipEiqpl´1pE´1qpl1pE1q if q ” 3 mod 4,
25
ă
$&
%
řř
lj“m
cqlip
kb
4
´liq`l´ip
kb
4
´l´iq`l´1p
kb
4
´l´1q`l1p
kb
4
`s´l1q
ř
2li`l´1`l1“m
cq2lip
kb
4
´liq`l´1p
kb
4
´l´1q`l1p
kb
4
`s´l1q
ă q 14mpn´mq`c1m
for some absolute constant c1, completing the case for q odd.
Now suppose q is even. With an almost-free embedding, there exists a basis teiu of V
such that
y “
˜
Jkb
4
,4
Is
¸
.
Suppose y stabilizes an m-subspace U Ă V . There exists a basis β “ tuiumi“1 of U such that
ryU sβ “
¨
˚˝˚Jl4,4 Jl3,3
Jl2,2
Il1
˛
‹‹‚ (27)
where
ř
ili “ m.
Let ui “
řn
j“1 αijej for αij P Fq, and let α “ pαijq. Then
ryU sTβα “ αyT .
Therefore, we can write
α “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
A1 A2 A3 A4 B4
A1 A2 A3
A1 A2
A1
A5 A6 A7 B3
A5 A6
A5
A8 A9 B2
A8
A10 B1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
where
A1, . . . , A4 PMl4, kb4 pqq,
A5, A6, A7 PMl3, kb4 pqq,
A8, A9 PMl2, kb4 pqq,
A10 PMl1, kb4 pqq,
Bj PMlj ,spqq.
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Let ∆pl1, l2, l3, l4q be the number of matrices of the form of α as above, so
∆pl1, l2, l3, l4q “ q nm4 `p
ř
lj´
m
4
qs
Once α is fixed, β and U are also fixed. As in the proof of Lemma 6.6, the number of bases
β1 of U such that ryU sβ1 “ ryU sβ is |CGLmpqqpryU sβq|. Observe that
ř
il2i ´2
ř
iăj ililj ě 14m2.
Hence, using (20),
fixpy,MGq ă
ÿ
ř
ili“m
∆plq
|CGLmpqqpryU sβq|
ă
ÿ
ř
ili“m
cq
nm
4
`p
ř
li´
m
4
qs´
ř
il2i´2
ř
iăj ililj ă q 14mpn´mq`cm
for a constant c “ cpBq depending only on B, proving the result in the linear case.
Case G “ PSpnpqq. First suppose q is odd. As in the linear case, we have V Ó y “
Ei,´i K E´1 K E1, where Ei,´i, E˘1 are non-degenerate. If U Ă V is a totally singular m-
space stabilized by y, then U “ Ui,´i K U´1 K U1, where U˘1 Ă E˘1 are totally singular
l˘1-subspaces, and Ui,´i Ă Ei,´i is totally singular.
First suppose q ” 1 mod 4, so that Ei,´i “ Ei ‘ E´i (where E˘i is totally singular)
and Ui,´i “ Ui ‘ U´i where U˘i Ă E˘i is an l˘i subspace, with
ř
j“˘1,˘i lj “ m. Observe
that for an li-dimensional subspace Ui Ă Ei we have dimpE´iXUKi q “ kb4 ´ li. Also note that
l2i ` l2´i ` lil´i ` 32 l2´1 ` 32 l21 ě 38m2. Therefore, using (18),
fixpy,MGq ď
ÿ
ř
lj“m
ÿ
UiĂEi
dimpUiq“li
pl´ipE´i X UKi qpl´1pE´1qpl1pE1q
ă
ÿ
ř
lj“m
cql´ip
kb
4
´li´l´iq`l´1p
kb
4
´ 3
2
l´1`
1
2
q`l1p
kb
4
`s´ 3
2
l1`
1
2
qplipEiq
ă
ÿ
ř
lj“m
c1qlip
kb
4
´liq`l´ip
kb
4
´li´l´iq`l´1p
kb
4
´ 3
2
l´1`
1
2
q`l1p
kb
4
`s´ 3
2
l1`
1
2
q
ă q 18mp2n´3mq`c2m
for a constant c2 “ c2pBq depending only on B.
Now suppose q ” 3 mod 4. In this case Ei,´i is isomorphic (as an Fqxyy-module) to
a unitary space of dimension kb
4
over Fq2 , with y P ZpGU kb
4
pqqq. Totally singular 2li,´i-
subspaces of Ei,´i stabilized by y correspond to totally singular li,´i-subspaces of the unitary
space. Using (18) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have
fixpy,MGq ď
ÿ
2li,´i`l´1`l1“m
pli,´ipEi,´iqpl´1pE´1qpl1pE1q
ă
ÿ
2li,´i`l´1`l1“m
cqli,´ip
kb
2
´3li,´iq`l´1p
kb
4
´ 3
2
l´1`
1
2
q`l1p
kb
4
`s´ 3
2
l1`
1
2
q
ă q 18mp2n´3mq`c1m
for a constant c1 “ c1pBq depending only on B.
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Now suppose q is even. With the almost-free embedding, there exists a basis teiu of V
with Gram matrix ¨
˚˝ I kb2
I kb
2
D
˛
‹‚
(where D is a Gram matrix of an s-dimensional symplectic space) such that
y “
¨
˚˝Jkb8 ,4
J´Tkb
8
,4
Is
˛
‹‚. (28)
Suppose y stabilizes a totally singular m-subspace U Ă V . There exists a basis β “ tuiumi“1
of U such that ryU sβ is as in (27).
Let ui “
řn
j“1 αijej for αij P Fq, and let α “ pαijq. As above, ryU sTβα “ αyT . Therefore,
we can write
α “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
A1 A2 A3 A4 B1 B2 B3 B4 C4
A1 A2 A3 B2 `B3 `B4 B3 `B4 B4
A1 A2 B3 B4
A1 B4
A5 A6 A7 B5 B6 B7 C3
A5 A6 B6 `B7 B7
A5 B7
A8 A9 B8 B9 C2
A8 B9
A10 B10 C1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
(29)
where
A1, . . . , A4, B1, . . . , B4 PMl4, kb8 pqq,
A5, A6, A7, B5, B6, B7 PMl3, kb8 pqq,
A8, A9, B8, B9 PMl2, kb8 pqq,
A10, B10 PMl1, kb8 pqq,
Ci PMli,spqq.
Let ∆pl1, l2, l3, l4q be the number of matrices of the form of α as above with linearly
independent rows ui such that the subspace U Ă V spanned by tuiu is totally singular.
Define the following subspaces of V :
V0 “ xekb
8
`1, . . . , e 7kb
8
y, V1 “ xe 3kb
8
`1, . . . , e 5kb
8
y,
so that V0{V1 is a kb2 -dimensional symplectic space. Fix the rows ui (m´2l2´ l1`1 ď i ď m)
of α corresponding to A8, A9, A10, B8, B9, B10, C1, C2. The number of choices for these rows
is less than
qp
kb
4
`sqpl1`2l2q. (30)
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Given these rows, we compute the number of choices for the remaining rows. Let U0 Ă V0 be
the span of the rows of `
0 A8 A9 B8 B9 0
˘
,
and define W0 “ pU0 ` V1q{V1. By the assumption that these rows are linearly independent,
dimpW0q “ l2. Define a linear map θ : V Ñ V by
nÿ
j“1
γjej ÞÑ
kb
2ÿ
j“ kb
8
`1
γ
j´ kb
8
ej `
5kb
8ÿ
j“ kb
2
`1
pγ
j` kb
8
` γ
j` kb
4
` γ
j` 3kb
8
qej
`
3kb
4ÿ
j“ 5kb
8
`1
pγj` kb
8
` γj` kb
4
qej `
7kb
8ÿ
j“ 3kb
4
`1
γj` kb
8
ej.
Observe that V1θ “ 0, V0θ Ă V0, and so θ : V0{V1 Ñ V0{V1 is well-defined. Also observe that
for v1, v2 P V0, we have pv1, v1θq “ 0 and pv1θ, v2q “ pv1, v2θq. Inductively, for 4l4 ` 1 ď i ď
4l4 ` l3, choose wi P pWi´4l4´1qK Ă V0{V1 such that
dimpxWi´4l4´1, wi, wiθyq “ dimpWi´4l4´1q ` 2,
and define Wi´4l4 “ xWi´4l4´1, wi, wiθy Ă V0{V1 (note that pwi, wiθq “ 0, and that wi P
pWi´4l4´1qK implies wiθ P pWi´4l4´1qK since pwiθ,wq “ pwi, wθq “ 0 for all w P Wi´4l4´1).
Then this yields a totally singular subspace Wl3 of dimension l2 ` 2l3, with
Wl3 “ xW0, w4l4`1, . . . , w4l3`l3 , w4l4`1θ, . . . , w4l4`l3θy.
For each wi (4l4 ` 1 ď i ď 4l4 ` l3), choose a preimage u1i in V0. This yields the rows u1i of`
A5 A6 A7 B5 B6 B7
˘
,
rows u1iθ of `
0 A5 A6 B6 B7 0
˘
,
and rows u1iθ
2 of `
0 0 A5 B7 0 0
˘
.
Finally, choose C3 with rows ci (4l4 ` 1 ď i ď 4l4 ` l3) such that the rows
ui “
`
0 u1i 0 ci
˘
of `
0 A5 A6 A7 B5 B6 B7 0 C3
˘
form a totally singular subspace of V . The number of choices for rows ui (4l4`1 ď i ď 4l4`l3)
is less than
q
ř
1ďiďl3
pdimpWKi´1q`dimpV1qq`l3s “ q
ř
1ďiďl3
pkb
2
´pl2`2i´2q`
kb
4
q`l3s “ ql3p 34kb´l2´l3`1`sq. (31)
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We then repeat this argument for the remaining rows ui (1 ď i ď 4l4). The number of
choices for these rows is less than
ql4pkb´l1´2l2´3l3´2l4`2`sq. (32)
Therefore, combining (30)-(32),
∆pl1, l2, l3, l4q ă q
nm
4
`p
ř
li´
m
4
qs`l3p1´l2´l3q`l4p2`2l4´mq.
Once α is fixed, β and U are also fixed. As above, the number of bases β1 of U such that
ryU sβ “ ryU sβ1 is |CGLmpqqpryU sβq|. It is elementary to verify that
l3p´l2 ´ l3q ` l4p2l4 ´mq ´
ÿ
1ďiď4
il2i ´ 2
ÿ
1ďiăjď4
ililj ď ´3
8
m2.
Hence, using (20),
fixpy,MGq ă
ÿ
ř
ili“m
∆pl1, l2, l3, l4q
|C
GLmpqq
prysβq| ă q
1
8
mp2n´3mq`cm, (33)
completing the proof in the symplectic case.
Case G “ PΩǫnpqq. If q is odd, then the proof is similar to the symplectic case.
Suppose q is even. There exists a basis teiu of V with the quadratic form Q on V defined
as
Qp
nÿ
i“1
λieiq “
kb
2ÿ
i“1
λiλi` kb
2
`Q1p
nÿ
i“kb`1
λieiq
where Q1 is a quadratic form of type ǫ on the subspace xekb`1, . . . , eny Ă V . Moreover, with
this basis, we have y as in (28). Such a basis yields the Gram matrix¨
˚˝ I kb2
I kb
2
D
˛
‹‚
(where D is a Gram matrix for an s-dimensional orthogonal space of type ǫ).
Suppose y stabilizes a totally singular m-subspace U Ă V . Then U is totally singular
with respect to the symplectic form on V determined by Q. Therefore fixpy,MGq can be
bounded as in (33). The result now follows.
Case G “ PSUnpqq. The proof in this case is similar to the symplectic case.
Proof of Proposition 6.2. By considering the action of G on MG and (21), we have
ÿ
MgPMG
|xG XMg|
|xG|
|yG XMg|
|yG| “ |G :M |
|xG XM |
|xG|
|yG XM |
|yG|
“ fprpx,MGqfixpy,MGq. (34)
For fixed m, the number of G-classes of parabolic subgroups Pm is at most 2 by [12, § 4.1].
The result now follows from Lemmas 6.6 and 6.7.
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6.3 Proof of Theorem 3.1
Before we begin the proof of Theorem 3.1, we need two results from [19] and [20]. Let G be
a finite simple classical group. For a real number s, define the zeta function
ζGpsq “
ÿ
M maxG
|G : M |´s.
As we are dealing with finite groups, ζGpsq is convergent. The following theorem is [19,
Theorem 2.1].
Theorem 6.8 ([19]). For any fixed s ą 1,
ζGpsq Ñ 0 as |G| Ñ 8.
The second result we need is proved in [20, Lemma 2].
Theorem 6.9 ([20]). Let G be as above. There exists an absolute constant c such that for
any M maxG we have
i2pMq
i2pGq ă |G :M |
´ 1
2
` c
n .
There is a difference in notation between Theorem 6.9 and [20, Lemma 2]: the reference proves
the result for exponent ´1
2
` onp1q, where onp1q Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8. However, inspection of the
proof shows that we can replace onp1q by cn for some absolute constant c.
We now prove Theorem 3.1, using Propositions 6.1 and 6.2.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let G be a finite simple classical group with natural module of dimen-
sion n over Fqδ . Let A and B be nontrivial finite 2-groups, and assume x P I2pAq, y P I4pBq,
and n ě maxt2|A| ` 2, 2|B| ` 2u. Embed A and B almost-freely into G.
We first consider the contribution to the summation in the statement of Theorem 3.1
by non-parabolic subgroups. Let Mnp be the set of non-parabolic maximal subgroups of G,
and let M P Mnp. By Propositions 4.2, 4.3 and 5.1, for an absolute constant c we have
|xG| ą i2pGqqcn, |yG| ą i4pGqqcn. By Proposition 6.1, i4pMq ă |M | 34 qc1n for some absolute
constant c1, and so i4pMq{i4pGq ă |G : M |´ 34` c
2
n by Proposition 5.1. Therefore, by Theorem
6.9 we have ÿ
MPMnp
|xG XM |
|xG|
|yG XM |
|yG| ă
ÿ
MPMnp
i2pMq
i2pGq
i4pMq
i4pGq q
c3n
ă
ÿ
MPMnp
|G : M |´ 54` c
4
n
ă ζGp5
4
´ c
4
n
q,
and by Theorem 6.8, ζGp54 ´ c
4
n
q ă 1
2
for sufficiently large n.
We now consider the contribution by parabolic subgroups. Let Mp denote the set of
maximal parabolic subgroups of G. By Proposition 6.2 we haveÿ
MPMp
|xG XM |
|xG|
|yG XM |
|yG| ă q
´n
4
`c
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for some absolute constant c. Clearly this contribution is less than 1
2
for sufficiently large n.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
7. Subgroups isomorphic to C2 ˆ C2: classical groups
Throughout this section, let G be a finite almost simple classical group with natural
module of dimension n over Fqδ of characteristic p, and let socpGq “ S. Let H be the simple
adjoint algebraic group over l “ Fp such that pHF q1 “ S for a Frobenius morphism F .
Let i2ˆ2pGq denote the number of subgroups of G isomorphic to C2ˆC2. In this section
we bound i2ˆ2pGq for certain G, analogous to §5.
Proposition 7.1. There exist absolute constants c1, c2 such that if S,G,H and F are as
above with G ď HF xαy for some α P I2pAutpSqq Y t1u, then
|G| 34` c1n ă i2ˆ2pGq ă |G| 34`
c2
n .
Before we begin the proof, we require a technical result to help us count the number of
elements in certain centralizers.
Lemma 7.2. Let ψpb, c, dq denote the number of pairs of matrices pA,Bq where A PMb,cpqq, B P
Mc,dpqq such that AB “ 0. For i ď j, let Qipjq “
śi´1
k“0pqj ´ qkq. Then
ψpb, c, dq “
minpb,cqÿ
r“0
QrpbqQrpcq
Qrprq q
dpc´rq.
In particular, there exists an absolute constant c0 such that ψpb, c, dq ă c0q 14 pb`c´dq2`cd.
Proof. Let φrpb, cq denote the number of matrices in Mb,cpqq of rank r. By [13],
φrpb, cq “ QrpbqQrpcq
Qrprq .
For a given matrix A P Mb,cpqq with rank r as above, the columns of a matrix B with
AB “ 0 must lie in the nullspace of A. Therefore, by the rank-nullity theorem, the number
of matrices B P Mc,dpqq such that AB “ 0 is qdpc´rq. Summing over 0 ď r ď minpb, cq then
yields the result.
Observe that to prove the upper bound in Proposition 7.1 it suffices to prove the result
for G “ HF xαy. The lower bound holds by Proposition 4.4, and so throughout the proof we
assume G “ HF xαy.
We require one further piece of notation before beginning the proof. For an even integer
m, define
Em “
¨
˚˚˚
˝
J
J
. . .
J
˛
‹‹‹‚PMm,mpqq
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where
J “
ˆ
1
1
˙
.
Lemma 7.3. Proposition 7.1 holds in the case α “ 1.
Proof. First suppose p ‰ 2. By [11, Theorem 4.3.2], involutions y1 P HF have CHpy1q˝
isomorphic to one of
pGLm ˆGLn´mq X SLn if H “ PSLn,
Spm ˆ Spn´m or GLn
2
if H “ PSpn,
SOm ˆ SOn´m or GLn
2
if H “ PSOn,
with at most 4 HF -conjugacy classes of involutions for each isomorphism type.
Let C “ CHpy1q, and let y2 P I2pCF q with y1 ‰ y2. First suppose y2 P C˝. Observe that
y2 R ZpC˝q, and so we can consider y2 as an involution in C˝{ZpC˝q. Then CC˝{ZpC˝qpy2q˝ –
D1 ˆ D2 where the possibilities for D1 and D2 are listed in Table 7. Each possibility for
CC˝py2q˝ represents at most 16 CF -classes of involutions y2 P pC˝qF .
Table 7: Possibities for CC˝{ZpC˝qpy2q˝
H C˝{ZpC˝q D1 D2
PSLn PSLm ˆ PSLn´m pGLl1 ˆGLm´l1q X SLm pGLl2 ˆGLn´m´l2q X SLn´m
PSpn PSpm ˆ PSpn´m Spl1 ˆ Spm´l1 , GLm2 Spl2 ˆ Spn´m´l2 , GLn´m2
PGLn
2
GLm ˆGLn
2
´m 1
PSOn PSOm ˆ PSOn´m SOl1 ˆ SOm´l1 , GLm2 SOl2 ˆ SOn´m´l2 , GLn´m2
PGLn
2
GLm ˆGLn
2
´m 1
We have dimpCC˝py2qq ě dimpCC˝{ZpC˝qpy2qq, and by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
dimpCC˝{ZpC˝qpy2qq ą
1
4
dimpHq ` cn (35)
for some absolute constant c.
Now suppose y2 P CzC˝. Then C˝ and the structure of C{C˝ can be found in [11,
Theorem 4.3.1], and we describe them in Table 8. In all but one case, C{C˝ – C2, and an
element in CzC˝ either switches the factors of C˝ or acts as a graph automorphism on one or
two factors (if two factors are present), and this element is described by the symbol Ø, γ 1
or γ γ respectively (if there is an automorphism on one of two factors, it acts on the left
factor). In the case H “ PSOn and C˝ “ SO2n
2
we have C{C˝ – C2 ˆ C2, generated by an
element switching the factors and an element inducing a graph automorphism on both factors;
we denote the three nontrivial elements of C{C˝ by the symbols Ø, γ γ, and Ø ˆγ γ. For
y2 P CzC˝ with its image in the outer automorphism group of C˝ as listed, the centralizer
CC˝py2q˝ is given in the fourth column up to isomorphism.
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Table 8: Involutions in CzC˝
H C˝ C{C˝ CC˝py2q
˝ Conditions
PSLn GL2n
2
X SLn Ø GLn
2
n even
PSpn Sp2n
2
Ø Spn
2
n
2
even
GLn
2
γ SOn
2
or Spn
2
PSOn SOm ˆ SOn´m γ 1 SOl0 ˆ SOm´l0 ˆ SOn´m n, l0 odd, m even
SOm ˆ SOn´m γ γ SOl1 ˆ SOm´l1 ˆ SOl2 ˆ SOn´m´l2 n,m even, l1, l2 odd, m ‰
n
2
SO2n
2
Ø SOn
2
n
2
even
γ γ SOl1 ˆ SOn2´l1 ˆ SOl2 ˆ SO
n
2
´l2
n
2
even, l1, l2 odd
Ø ˆγ γ SOn
2
n
2
even
GLn
2
γ SOn
2
or Spn
2
Each C˝ listed in Table 8 represents at fewer than cq CF -classes of involutions y2 P
CF zpC˝qF , for some absolute constant c. Moreover, in each case we have
dimpCC˝py2q˝q ą 1
4
dimpHq ` cn (36)
for some absolute constant c.
Therefore there are fewer than c1qn HF classes of subgroups xy1, y2y – C2 ˆ C2 in HF ,
and for each we have
dimpCHpy1q X CHpy2qq ą 1
4
dimpHq ` c2n
by (35) and (36). Let D “ CHpy1qXCHpy2q, and observe that maxtrankpZpD˝qq, |D : D˝|u ď
4 by [11, Theorem 4.3.1]. Hence, by Lemma 4.1, for any commuting involutions y1, y2 P HF ,
|xy1, y2yHF | ă q 34 dimpHq`c2n
for some absolute constant c2, and the result follows.
Now suppose p “ 2. First consider the linear case. Involutions in HF are conjugate to
jk,n “
¨
˝Ik In´2k
Ik Ik
˛
‚
for some 1 ď k ď n
2
, and so
i2ˆ2pHF q ă
ÿ
1ďkďn
2
|jHFk,n |i2pCHF pjk,nqq. (37)
The centralizer CHF pjk,nq contains matrices of the form¨
˝XP Y
Q R X
˛
‚
34
with X P GLkpqq, Y P GLn´2kpqq and arbitrary P,Q,R, and so
|jHFk,n | ă cq2kpn´kq. (38)
Observe that CHF pjk,nq “ UL, where L is the subgroup of CHF pjk,nq with P “ Q “
R “ 0, and U is the subgroup with X “ Y “ 1. Involutions in CHF pjk,nq are L-conjugate to¨
˝jl1,kP jl2,n´2k
Q R jl1,k
˛
‚
for some 0 ď l1 ď k2 , 0 ď l2 ď n´2k2 and some P,Q,R such that
Pjl1,k “ jl2,n´2kP,
jl1,kR “ Rjl2,n´2k, (39)
jl1,kQ`Qjl1,k “ RP.
We can therefore write
P “
¨
˝P1P3 P2
P4 P5 P1
˛
‚, R “
¨
˝R1R3 R2
R4 R5 R1
˛
‚, (40)
where
P1, R
T
1 PMl2,l1pqq,
P2, R
T
2 PMn´2k´2l2,k´2l1pqq, (41)
R2P2 “ 0.
Let wl1,l2,k,n P L denote the involution¨
˝jl1,k jl2,n´2k
jl1,k
˛
‚,
and let Il1,l2,k,n denote the number of involutions uwl1,l2,k,n P UL. Then we have
i2pCHF pjk,nqq ă
ÿ
0ďl1ď
k
2
0ďl2ď
n´2k
2
|wLl1,l2,k,n|Il1,l2,k,n. (42)
Using Lemma 7.2, the number of pairs (R2, P2) such that (41) holds is
ψpk ´ 2l1, n´ 2k ´ 2l2, k ´ 2l1q ă cq
1
4
pn´2k´2l2q2`pk´2l1qpn´2k´2l2q
for some abolsute constant c. Using (40), we count the number of possible Pi, Ri (i “ 1, 3, 4, 5);
we then calculate the number of possible Q given R and P using (39), and we find
Il1,l2,k,n ă cq
1
4
pn´2k´2l2q2`pk´2l1qpn´2k´2l2q`2l1pn´2k´2l2q`2l2pk´2l1q`4l1l2`2l21`2l1pk´2l1q`pk´2l1q
2
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“ cq 14n2´l2pn´2k´l2q´2l1pk´l1q.
Therefore, by (38) and (42), we have
i2pCHF pjk,nqq ă
ÿ
0ďl1ď
k
2
0ďl2ď
n´2k
2
c1q
1
4
n2`l2pn´2k´l2q.
Hence by (37),
i2ˆ2pHF q ă
ÿ
1ďkďn
2
ÿ
0ďl1ď
k
2
0ďl2ď
n´2k
2
c2q
1
4
n2`2kpn´kq`l2pn´2k´l2q.
It can easily be shown that 1
4
n2 ` 2kpn ´ kq ` l2pn ´ 2k ´ l2q ď 34n2, and the result follows
for the linear case.
Next consider the symplectic case. By [2], involutions in HF are conjugate to ak,n p2 ď
k ď n
2
, k evenq, bk,n p1 ď k ď n2 , k oddq, or ck,n p2 ď k ď n2 , k evenq, where
|aHFk,n | „ qkpn´kq, |bH
F
k,n |, |cH
F
k,n | „ qkpn´k`1q, (43)
and each has Jordan normal form jk,n as in the linear case. We have
i2ˆ2pHF q ă
ÿ
ak,n
|aHFk,n |i2ˆ2pCHF pak,nqq `
ÿ
bk,n
|bHFk,n |i2ˆ2pCHF pbk,nqq `
ÿ
ck,n
|cHFk,n |i2ˆ2pCHF pck,nqq
“ Σa ` Σb ` Σc. (44)
We first consider Σa. Consider the involution ak,n, which acts as jk,n with respect to a
Gram matrix
J “
¨
˝ FE
F
˛
‚,
where F P Mk,kpqq, E P Mn´2k,n´2kpqq. The centralizer CHF pak,nq contains matrices of the
form ¨
˝XP Y
Q R X
˛
‚
where X P Spkpqq, Y P Spn´2kpqq, and P,Q,R satisfy
P TEY `XTFR “ 0,
QTFX ` P TEP `XTFQ “ 0.
Let L be the subgroup of CHF pak,nq with P “ Q “ R “ 0, and let U be the subgroup with
X “ Y “ 1. As in the linear case, CHF pak,nq “ UL. Involutions in L are conjugate to
wl1,l2,k,npd, eq “
¨
˝dl1,k el2,n´2k
dl1,k
˛
‚,
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where d, e P ta, b, cu. Recall the definition of Em P GLmpqq preceding Lemma 7.3. We have
dl1,k, el2,n´2k acting as jl1,k, jl2,n´2k with respect to a basis such that E,F are of the form
E “
¨
˝ EeEn´2k´2l2
Ee
˛
‚,
F “
¨
˝ FdEk´2l1
Fd
˛
‚,
where
Ee “
$’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’%
El2 if e “ a,ˆ
1
El2´1
˙
if e “ b,
¨
˝ 1El2´2
1 1
˛
‚ if e “ c,
and Fd PMl1,l1pqq is defined similarly.
Let Il1,l2,k,npd, eq be the number of involutions equal to
uwl1,l2,k,npd, eq “
¨
˝dl1,kP el2,n´2k
Q R dl1,k
˛
‚P UL.
We now count the number of such involutions. The matrices P,Q,R are subject to the
conditions
Pdl1,k “ el2,n´2kP, (45)
dl1,kQ`Qdl1,k “ RP, (46)
P TEel2,n´2k “ dTl1,kFR, (47)
QTFdl1,k ` dTl1,kFQ “ P TEP. (48)
Condition (45) implies P is of the form¨
˝P1P3 P2
P4 P5 P1
˛
‚ (49)
where P1 P Ml2,l1pqq, P2 P Mn´2k´2l2,k´2l1pqq. Condition (47) implies that R is determined
by P , with
R “
¨
˝R1R3 R2
R4 R5 R1
˛
‚“
¨
˝ FdP T1 EeEk´2l1P T5 Ee Ek´2l1P T2 En´2k´2l2
FdP
T
4 Ee FdP
T
3 En´2k´2l2 FdP
T
1 Ee
˛
‚.
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By condition (46), if ¨
˝Q1 Q2 Q3Q4 Q5 Q6
Q7 Q8 Q9
˛
‚,
then Q1 `Q9, Q2, Q3, Q6 are determined by RP , and we also have
R2P2 “ Ek´2l1P T2 En´2k´2l2P2 “ 0. (50)
If we write P2 as the block matrix ˆ
S1 S2
S3 S4
˙
where
S1, S2 PM2t 1
4
pn´2k´2l2qu,
1
2
pk´2l1q
pqq,
S3, S4 PM2t 1
4
pn´2k´2l2`2qu,
1
2
pk´2l1q
pqq,
then (50) implies
´
ST1 E2t 1
4
pn´2k´2l2qu
ST3 E2t 1
4
pn´2k´2l2`2qu
¯ˆ
S2
S4
˙
“ 0.
Therefore, by Lemma 7.2, the number of choices for P2 is less than
ψp1
2
pk ´ 2l1q, n´ 2k ´ 2l2, 1
2
pk ´ 2l1qq ă cq
1
4
pn´2k´2l2qp2pk´2l1q`pn´2k´2l2qq
for some absolute constant c. By (49), the number of choices for P is therefore less than
cq2l1l2`l1pn´2k´2l2q`l2pk´2l1q`
1
4
pn´2k´2l2qp2pk´2l1q`pn´2k´2l2qq.
Given P , by (46) we have that Q1 ` Q9, Q2, Q3 and Q6 are determined. Moreover, by (48)
and matrix calculations, the number of choices for the remaining blocks of Q is less than
ql
2
1`l1pk´2l1q`
1
2
pk´2l1q2`c1n
for an absolute constant c1. Hence for any d, e P ta, b, cu we have
Il1,l2,k,npd, eq ă q
1
2
kpn´2kq` 1
4
pn´2k´2l2q2`l21`
1
2
pk´2l1q2`l1pk´2l1q`c2n.
Therefore, using (38) and (43),
i2ˆ2pCHF pak,nqq ă
ÿ
0ďl1ď
k
2
0ďl2ď
n´2k
2
d,ePta,b,cu
|wl1,l2,k,npd, eqL|Il1,l2,k,npd, eq
38
ă
ÿ
0ďl1ď
k
2
0ďl2ď
n´2k
2
d,ePta,b,cu
q
1
2
kpn´2kq` 1
4
pn´2k´2l2q2`l21`
1
2
pk´2l1q2`l1pk´2l1q`l1pk´l1q`l2pn´2k´l2q`c3n
“
ÿ
0ďl1ď
k
2
0ďl2ď
n´2k
2
d,ePta,b,cu
q
1
4
pn´kq2` 1
4
k2`c3n
ă q 14 pn´kq2` 14k2`c4n.
Therefore
Σa “
ÿ
2ďkďn
2
k even
|aHFk,n |i2ˆ2pCHF pak,nqq ă
ÿ
2ďkďn
2
q
1
8
n2` 1
8
pn´2kq2`kpn´kq`d1n.
for some absolute constant d1. Since 1
8
n2` 1
8
pn´2kq2`kpn´kq ď 3n2
8
, we have Σa ă q 3n
2
8
`d2n
for some absolute constant d2.
Similar calculations show maxpΣb,Σcq ă q 3n
2
8
`d3n for an absolute constant d3, and this
completes the proof in the symplectic case by (44).
Next consider the case where H is orthogonal. In this case the result follows immediately
from the symplectic result, since HF ď PGSpnpqq.
Finally, in the case whereHF “ PGUnpqq, the proof is similar to the symplectic case.
Lemma 7.4. Proposition 7.1 holds if α ‰ 1.
Proof. By Lemma 7.3, it suffices to count Klein four-groups xy1, y2y ď HF xαy with y1 P HFα.
In most cases, we bound the number of conjugacy classes of y1 P I2pHFαq, and for each class
representative we show
|yHF1 |i2pCHF xαypy1qq ă q
3
4
dimpHq`cn (51)
for some absolute constant c. The result follows from this.
First suppose α is a field or graph-field automorphism. By [11, Proposition 4.1], y1 P
I2pHFαq is HF -conjugate to α, and either
CHF pαq – PGLnpq
1
2 q, PGSpnpq
1
2 q, PGO`n pq
1
2 q
if α is a field automorphism and H is linear, symplectic, orthogonal respectively, or
CHF pαq – PGUnpq
1
2 q, PGO´n pq
1
2 q
if α is a graph-field automorphism and H is linear, orthogonal respectively. Therefore, by
Proposition 4.3,
i2pCHF xαypαqq ă q
1
4
dimpHq`cn
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for some absolute constant c. We have
|αHF | ă q 12 dimpHq`c1n
for an absolute constant c1, and so (51) holds.
Now suppose α is a graph automorphism, so H is linear or orthogonal. In the orthogonal
case, we have HF xαy – PGOǫnpqq, and so if q is even the result follows by Lemma 7.3 since
HF xαy ď Spnpqq. If q is odd, then by [11, Theorem 4.5.1] there are fewer than n4 ` 2 HF -
classes of involutory graph automorphisms y1 P HFα (assuming n ą 8), with centralizer in
HF isomorphic to one of
CHF py1q – SOn´2i`1pqq ˆ SO2i´1pqq p1 ď i ď
n
4
q,
SOn
2
pqq2.2 (n
2
odd), SOn
2
pq2q.2 (n
2
odd),
where in the final two cases the outer involution acts by switching the factors and as a field
automorphism respectively. If CHF py1q – SOn´2i`1pqq ˆ SO2i´1pqq, then by Proposition 4.3
we have
i2pCHF py1qq ă pi2pSOn´2i`1pqq ` 1qpi2pSO2i´1pqqq ` 1q
ă |SOn´2i`1pqq| 12` cn |SO2i´1pqq| 12` cn ,
and so
|yHF xαy1 |i2pCHF py1qq ă
|HF xαy|
|CHF xαypy1q|
1
2
` c
1
n
,
and the result follows in this case as (51) holds. If CHF py1q – SOn
2
pqq2.2, then
i2pCHF py1qq ă i2pSOn
2
pqq2q ` |SOn
2
pqq|,
and the result now follows as above. If CHF py1q – SOn
2
pq2q.2, then let
CHF py1q – SOn2 pq
2qxφy,
where φ is an involutory field automorphism of SOn
2
pq2q. By [11, Proposition 4.1], all involu-
tions in SOn
2
pq2qφ are SOn
2
pq2q-conjugate to φ, and so by Proposition 4.3 we have
i2pCHF py1qq “ i2pSOn2 pq
2qq ` |φSOn2 pq2q|
“ i2pSOn
2
pq2qq `
|SOn
2
pq2q|
|SOn
2
pqq|
ă q n
2
8
`c1n,
and the result now follows as (51) holds.
In the linear case, if q is even then by [2, § 19.9] there are at most 2 classes of involutions
y1 P HFα, and we have CHF py1q isomorphic to a subgroup of PGSpnpqq. If q is odd, then
by [11, Theorem 4.5.1] there are at most 3 classes of involutions y1 P HFα, and CHF py1q
is isomorphic to PGSpnpqq or PGOnpqq. The result now follows from Proposition 4.3 and
(51).
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8. Subgroups isomorphic to C2 ˆ C2: maximal subgroups
Let G “ S be a finite simple classical group with natural module of dimension n over
Fqδ as in § 2.1, and let A and B be nontrivial finite elementary abelian 2-groups with |A| “
a, |B| “ b. Assume |B| ą 2 and n ě maxt2a` 2, 2b` 2u, and embed A and B into G almost-
freely as in § 2.4, with n “ kaa ` sa “ kbb ` sb such that ki is even and 2 ď si ă 2i ` 2 for
i “ a, b. Let x P I2pAq and K “ xy1, y2y P I2ˆ2pBq.
In this section we prove Theorem 3.2 over three subsections, analogous to § 6. In § 8.1,
we prove the following result.
Proposition 8.1. There exists an absolute constant c such that for any non-parabolic maximal
subgroup M of G,
i2ˆ2pMq ă |M | 34 qcn.
In § 8.2 we prove
Proposition 8.2. For a maximal parabolic subgroup M “ Pm of G (1 ď m ď n2 )
ÿ
MhPMG
|xG XMh|
|xG|
|tKg : g P G,Kg ďMhu|
|KG| ă q
´f`cm
where c “ cpA,Bq is a constant depending only on A and B, and
f “
$’’&
’’%
1
4
mpn´mq if G “ PSLnpqq,
1
44
mp11n ´ 21mq if G “ PSpnpqq, PΩnpqq,
1
22
mp11n ´ 21mq if G “ PSUnpqq.
In particular, ´f ` cm ă ´ δn
4
` c1 for some constant c1 “ c1pA,Bq.
Using Propositions 8.1 and 8.2 we prove Theorem 3.2 in § 8.3.
8.1 Non-parabolic maximal subgroups
Recall the descriptions of Aschbacher classes Ci, 1 ď i ď 8 and S from § 2.3. Here, we prove
that Proposition 8.1 holds for each Aschbacher class. We first require a result counting Klein
four-groups in symmetric groups.
Lemma 8.3. There exists an absolute constant c such that for all n,
i2ˆ2pSnq ă |Sn|
3
4 ecn.
Proof. Let xm P Sn be an involution with m 2-cycles (1 ď m ď n2 ). Then CSnpxmq –
Sn´2m ˆ S2 ≀ Sm. By [23],
i2pSn´2mq „ exppn´ 2m
2
plogpn´ 2mq ´ 1q ` ?n´ 2mq if n ‰ 2m,
2mi2pSmq „ 2m exppm
2
plogpmq ´ 1q ` ?mq.
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Also, by Stirling’s formula, if n ‰ 2m then
|xSnm | „ 2´m exp
ˆ
nplog n´ 1q ´ pn´ 2mqplogpn´ 2mq ´ 1q
´mplogm´ 1q ` 1
2
log
n
2πmpn ´ 2mq
˙
.
In the case where n “ 2m we have
|xSnn
2
| „ e´n2 nn2 .
Therefore,
i2ˆ2pSnq ă
tn
2
uÿ
m“1
|xSnm | i2pCSnpxmqq
ă
tn´1
2
uÿ
m“1
c exp
ˆ
n plog n´ 1q ´ n´ 2m
2
plogpn´ 2mq ´ 1q
´ m
2
plogpmq ´ 1q ` ?n´ 2m`?m` 1
2
log
n
2πmpn ´ 2mq
˙
` c2n2` 12 exp
ˆ
n
4
´
log
n
2
´ 1
¯
` n
2
plog n´ 1q `
c
n
2
˙
.
It is elementary to show that
nplog n´ 1q ´ n´ 2m
2
plogpn´ 2mq ´ 1q ´ m
2
plogpmq ´ 1q ă 3
4
n log n` c1n
for n ‰ 2m and for some absolute constant c1, and similarly
n
4
plog n
2
´ 1q ` n
2
plog n´ 1q ă 3
4
n log n` c1n.
The result follows by further use of Stirling’s formula.
Lemma 8.4. Proposition 8.1 holds for M P C1 with M non-parabolic.
Proof. Let M P C1 with M non-parabolic as in Table 2. Suppose first that G is unitary and
M lies in the image modulo scalars of GUmpqq ˆ GUn´mpqq. Then by Propositions 4.3 and
7.1,
i2ˆ2pMq ă cpi2ˆ2pPGUmpqqq ` 2i2pPGUmpqqq ` 1qpi2ˆ2pPGUn´mpqqq ` 2i2pPGUn´mpqqq ` 1q
ă |PGUmpqq|
3
4
` c
1
m |PGUn´mpqq|
3
4
` c
1
n´m
ă |M | 34 qc2n
for some absolute constant c2.
The remaining cases are proved similarly.
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Lemma 8.5. Proposition 8.1 holds for M P C2.
Proof. SupposeM P C2 as in Table 2, and first suppose that M is of the form Clmpqq ≀St. For
a scalar λ, let I2,λpClmpqqq denote the set of elements z P Clmpqq such that z2 “ λ. Suppose
we have commuting involutions in M , and let x “ ppa1, . . . , atq, σq and y “ ppb1, . . . , btq, τq
be preimages. Then for fixed scalars λ, µ and γ we have στ “ τσ, x2 “ λ, y2 “ µ, aibσpiq “
γbiaτpiq for all 1 ď i ď t, and the following hold:
(i) if σpiq “ τpiq “ i, then ai P I2,λpClmpqqq, bi P I2,µpClmpqqq and aibi “ γbiai;
(ii) if σpiq “ j ‰ i, τpiq “ i (so τpjq “ j), then ai P I2,λpClmpqqq, bibj “ µ and bj “ γbaii ;
(iii) if σpiq “ i, τpiq “ j ‰ i (so σpjq “ j), then bi P I2,µpClmpqqq, aiaj “ λ and aj “ γabii ;
(iv) if σpiq “ τpiq “ j ‰ i, then ai “ λa´1j , bi “ µb´1j , and aibj P I2,λµγpClmpqqq;
(v) if σpiq “ j, τpiq “ l, then σplq “ τpjq “ s, and ai “ λa´1l , aj “ λa´1s , bi “ µb´1j , bl “
µb´1s , aibj “ γbial.
Let
r1 “ r1pσ, τq “ |t1 ď i ď t : σpiq “ τpiq “ iu|,
r2 “ r2pσ, τq “ |t1 ď i ď t : σpiq “ j, τpiq “ i for some j ‰ iu|,
r3 “ r3pσ, τq “ |t1 ď i ď t : σpiq “ i, τpiq “ j for some j ‰ iu|,
r4 “ r4pσ, τq “ |t1 ď i ď t : σpiq “ τpiq “ j for some j ‰ iu|,
r5 “ r5pσ, τq “ |t1 ď i ď t : σpiq “ j, τpiq “ l for some j, l ‰ i, j ‰ lu|,
so t “ r1 ` 2r2 ` 2r3 ` 2r4 ` 4r5. Also, let Ips1, . . . , s5q be the number of unordered pairs of
commuting involutions σ, τ P St with ripσ, τq “ si for 1 ď i ď 5. Then by Propositions 4.3,
7.1 and Lemma 8.3,
i2ˆ2pMq ă
ÿ
r1`2r2`2r3`2r4`4r5“t
Ipr1, . . . , r5qi2ˆ2pPClmpqqqr1
ˆ i2pPClmpqqqr2`r3`r4 |Clmpqq|r2`r3`r4`3r5qct
ă |Sn|
3
4 |Clmpqq|
3
4
pr1`2r2`2r3`2r4`4r5qqc
1n
ă |M | 34 qc2n
for some absolute constant c2.
Now suppose M is of type GLn
2
pqδq.2. We have i2ˆ2pMq ă |M | 34` cn by Proposition 7.1,
and the result follows.
Lemma 8.6. Proposition 8.1 holds for M P Ci, 3 ď i ď 8, and for M P S .
Proof. If M P C3,C5 or C8, then the result follows from Proposition 7.1.
Suppose M P C4 with M ď Cl1dpqq ˆ Cl2epqq. Then
i2ˆ2pMq ă pi2ˆ2pCl1dpqqq ` 2i2pCl1dpqqq ` 1qpi2ˆ2pCl2epqqq ` 2i2pCl2epqqq ` 1q,
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and using Propositions 4.3 and 7.1 gives
i2ˆ2pMq ă |Cl1dpqq|
3
4
` c
d |Cl2epqq|
3
4
` c
1
e
ă |M | 34 qc2n
for some absolute constant c2.
For M P C6, it can easily be shown that |M | ă qcn for some absolute constant c, and the
result follows.
If M P C7, then arguing as in Lemma 8.5 we can show i2ˆ2pMq ă |M | 34 qcn for some
absolute constant c.
Finally supposeM P S . ThenM is an almost simple group acting absolutely irreducibly
on V , the natural module of G. By [17], if socpMq ‰ An`1, An`2, then |M | ă q3n. If
socpMq “ An`1 or An`2, then i2ˆ2pMq ď |M | 34 qcn by Lemma 8.3. This completes the
proof.
8.2 Parabolic maximal subgroups
In this subsection we prove Proposition 8.2. Recall the definitions of G, x P A and K ď B.
LetM “ Pm be a maximal parabolic subgroup of G. As in § 6.2, instead of bounding i2ˆ2pMq,
we consider the fixed points of K acting on MG in Lemma 8.8.
Let T be a group acting transitively on a set Ω, and recall the definition of fixpt,Ωq for
t P T from § 6.2. We extend this definition: for a subgroup S ď T , define
fixpS,Ωq “ |tω P Ω : ωt “ ω @t P Su|,
so that fixpt,Ωq “ fixpxty,Ωq. For ω P Ω, let R “ Tω. An elementary counting argument
(similar to the argument used to show (21)) shows
|tSt : t P T, St ď Ru|
|ST | “
fixpS,Ωq
|Ω| . (52)
Before we begin the proof of Proposition 8.2 , we require a technical result. To state the
result, let Li be the Jordan block of size i with diagonal entries equal to 0.
Lemma 8.7. Let Λpl1, l2, l,mq denote the number of nilpotent block matrices of the form
λ “
¨
˝λ11 λ12 λ13λ22 λ23
λ11
˛
‚PMm,mpqq
where λ2 “ 0, λ11 P Ml,lpqq, λ22 P Mm´2l,m´2lpqq, and λ11, λ22 have Jordan normal forms
Ll12 ‘ Ll´2l11 , Ll22 ‘ Lm´2l´2l21 respectively. Then
Λpl1, l2, l,mq ă cq4l1pl´l1q`2l2pm´2l´l2q`2pl´l1qpm´2l´l2q`2l1l2
for some absolute constant c. In particular, for some absolute constant c1,ÿ
0ďl1ď
l
2
,
0ďl2ď
m´2l
2
Λpl1, l2, l,mq ă c1q
1
2
pm2´2lm`2l2q.
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Proof. We count the number of possible entries of λ. Since λ2 “ 0, we have the following
conditions:
(i) λ2ii “ 0, i “ 1, 2;
(ii) λ11λ12 ` λ12λ22 “ 0;
(iii) λ22λ23 ` λ23λ11 “ 0;
(iv) λ11λ13 ` λ12λ23 ` λ13λ11 “ 0.
We consider condition (i). Suppose λ11 has Jordan normal form L
l1
2 ‘ Ll´2l11 . Then
λ11 ` 1 “ u for a unipotent element u P GLlpqq with Jordan normal form J l12 ‘ J l´2l11 , using
the notation of (19). Observe that CGLlpqqpλ11q “ CGLlpqqpuq. By [18, Theorem 7.1],
|CGLlpqqpuq| ą cql
2´2l1pl´l1q
for some absolute constant c, and so
|λGLlpqq11 | ă c1q2l1pl´l1q.
Similarly, if λ22 has Jordan normal form L
l2
2 ‘ Lm´2l´2l21 , then
|λGLm´2lpqq22 | ă c2q2l2pm´2l´l2q.
Next consider condition (ii). For g P GLlpqq, h P GLm´2lpqq, let φpg, hq be the map
φpg, hq : Ml,m´2lpqq ÝÑMl,m´2lpqq
µ ÞÑ g´1µh.
We can conjugate by λ11, λ22 to their respective Jordan normal forms, since condition (ii) holds
for pλ11, λ12, λ22q if and only if it holds for pλg11, λ12φpg, hq, λh22q for g P GLlpqq, h P GLm´2lpqq.
We calculate that for given λ11, λ22 as above, the number of λ12 satisfying condition (ii) is
qpl´l1qpk´2l´l2q`l1l2 .
We now consider the number of λ23 satisfying condition (iii) given λ11, λ22 with Jordan
normal forms as above. Similar reasoning to the above paragraph shows the number of λ23 is
also qpl´l1qpk´2l´l2q`l1l2 .
We now consider the number of λ13 satisfying condition (iv) given λ11, λ12, λ23. For given
λ12, λ23 satisfying conditions (ii) and (iii), we calculate the number of λ13 satisfying condition
(iv) is q2l1pl´l1q.
Hence
Λpl1, l2, l,mq ă c3q4l1pl´l1q`2l2pm´2l´l2q`2pl´l1qpk´2l´l2q`2l1l2 .
It is elementary to show 4l1pl ´ l1q ` 2l2pm ´ 2l ´ l2q ` 2pl ´ l1qpk ´ 2l ´ l2q ` 2l1l2 ď
1
2
pm2 ´ 2lm` 2l2q, and the result follows.
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Recall that G is a finite simple classical group with natural module of dimension n
over Fqδ . Let A and B be nontrivial finite 2-groups embedded almost-freely into G, with
|A| “ a, |B| “ b and n “ kii ` si with 2 ď si ď 2i ` 1 and ki even for i “ a, b. Assume
x P I2pAq and K “ xy1, y2y P I2ˆ2pBq. We now move towards proving Proposition 8.2 by
proving the following result.
Lemma 8.8. Let M “ Pm be a maximal parabolic subgroup of G. Then
fixpK,MGq ă qf`cm
where c “ cpBq is a constant depending only on B, and
f “
$’’&
’’%
1
4
mpn´mq if G “ PSLnpqq,
1
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mp11n ´ 12mq if G “ PSpnpqq, PΩnpqq,
1
22
mp11n ´ 12mq if G “ PSUnpqq.
Proof. Observe that fixpK,MGq is less than or equal to the number of totally singular m-
spaces U Ă V invariant under K. We count the number of these subspaces.
For ease of notation, let kb “ k, sb “ s, so n “ kb` s.
Case G “ PSLnpqq. First suppose q is odd. Let Esj be the j-eigenspace of yt for j “ ˘1, t “
1, 2. Then V Ó K “ E´1,´1 ‘ E´1,1 ‘ E1,´1 ‘ E1,1, where Ei,j “ E1i X E2j for i, j “ ˘1, and
dimpEi,jq “
$&
%
kb
4
if pi, jq ‰ p1, 1q,
kb
4
` s if i “ j “ 1.
If U Ă V is an m-space stabilized by K, then U “ U´1,´1 ‘ U´1,1 ‘ U1,´1 ‘ U1,1, where
Ui,j Ă Ei,j is an li,j-subspace for i, j “ ˘1 such that
ř
li,j “ m. Therefore, by (18) and use
of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have
fixpK,MGq ď
ÿ
ř
li,j“m
pl´1,´1pE´1,´1qpl´1,1pE´1,1qpl1,´1pE1,´1qpl1,1pE1,1q
ă
ÿ
ř
li,j“m
cql´1,´1pkb4 ´l´1,´1q`l´1,1p kb4 ´l´1,1q`l1,´1p kb4 ´l1,´1q`l1,1p kb4 `s´l1,1q
ă q 14mpn´mq`c1m
for some absolute constant c1, completing the proof of the linear case for q odd.
Now suppose q is even. With respect to some basis teiu of V we have (using the notation
of (19))
y1 “
˜
Jkb
2
,2
Is
¸
, y2 “
¨
˚˝Jkb4 ,2
Jkb
4
,2
Is
˛
‹‚.
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Suppose K stabilizes an m-subspace U Ă V . There exists a basis β “ tuiumi“1 of U with
respect to which
ryU1 sβ “
ˆ
Jl,2
Im´2l
˙
(53)
for some 0 ď l ď m
2
.
Let ui “
řn
j“1 αijej for αij P Fq, and let α “ pαijq. Then
ryU1 sTβα “ αyT1 . (54)
Therefore, we can write
α “
¨
˝A1 A2 A3 A4 B1A1 A2
A5 A6 B2
˛
‚ (55)
where
A1, . . . , A4 PMl, kb
4
pqq,
A5, A6 PMm´2l, kb
4
pqq,
B1 PMl,spqq,
B2 PMm´2l,spqq.
Observe that y2 stabilizes U if and only if y2` 1 stabilizes U , and this occurs if and only
if there exists λ PMm,mpqq such that
λα “ αpy2 ` 1qT , (56)
so rpy2 ` 1qU sβ “ λT and λ2 “ 0. Write λ as¨
˝λ11 λ12 λ13λ21 λ22 λ23
λ31 λ32 λ33
˛
‚ (57)
where
λ11, λ22 PMl,lpqq,
λ3,3 PMm´2l,m´2lpqq.
Then we have
λ21
`
A1 A2
˘ “ 0, (58)
λ31
`
A1 A2
˘ “ 0, (59)
and so λ21, λ31 “ 0 since α is right-invertible (the rows of α are linearly independent by
assumption, as they form a basis of U). Also, we find
`
λ11 ` λ22 λ23
˘ˆA1 A2
A5 A6
˙
“ 0, (60)
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which implies
λ “
¨
˝λ11 λ12 λ13λ11
λ32 λ33
˛
‚. (61)
From (54) and (56) it is clear that α (and hence U) is determined by λ,A2, A4, A6, B1, B2.
Let ∆plq be the number of tuples pλ,A2, A4, A6, B1, B2q with λ as in (61), and let ∆pl, l1, l2q be
the number of tuples such that λ11, λ33 have Jordan normal forms L
l1
2 ‘Ll´2l11 , Ll22 ‘Lm´2l´2l21
respectively (0 ď l1 ď l2 , 0 ď l2 ď m´2l2 ), so that
∆plq “
ÿ
0ďl1ď
l
2
0ďl2ď
m´2l
2
∆pl, l1, l2q.
Then ∆plq is the total number of bases β of an m-subspace U such that (54) holds and (56)
holds for some λ. Observe that λ is conjugate by¨
˝Il Il
Im´2l
˛
‚
to a matrix considered in Lemma 8.7, and so
∆plq “
ÿ
0ďl1ď
l
2
0ďl2ď
m´2l
2
∆pl, l1, l2q ă
ÿ
0ďl1ď
l
2
0ďl2ď
m´2l
2
Λpl1, l2, l,mqq
mn
4
`p 3m
4
´lqs ă cqmn4 ` 12 pm2´2lm`2l2q`p 3m4 ´lqs.
Observe that CGLmpqqpryU1 sβq acts regularly on the set of bases β1 of U such that ryU1 sβ “
ryU1 sβ1 , and so the number of such bases is |CGLmpqqpryU1 sβq|. By (20),
|CGLmpqqpryU1 sβq| ą c1ql
2`pm´lq2
for some absolute constant c1. Hence
fixpK,MGq ă
ÿ
0ďlďm
2
∆plq
|CGLmpqqpryU1 sβq|
ă
ÿ
0ďlďm
2
c2q
mn
4
` 1
2
pm2´2lm`2l2q`p 3m
4
´lqs´l2´pm´lq2
ă q 14mpn´mq`c3m,
completing the proof in the linear case.
Case G “ PSpnpqq. First suppose q is odd. Let Etj and Ei,j be as in the linear case for
i, j “ ˘1, t “ 1, 2. Then V Ó K “ E´1,´1 K E´1,1 K E1,´1 K E1,1. If U Ă V is an m-space
stabilized by K, then U “ U´1,´1 K U´1,1 K U1,´1 K U1,1, where Ui,j Ă Ei,j is a totally
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singular li,j-subspace for i, j “ ˘1 such that
ř
li,j “ m. Therefore, by (18) and using the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have
fixpK,MGq ď
ÿ
ř
li,j“m
pl´1,´1pE´1,´1qpl´1,1pE´1,1qpl1,´1pE1,´1qpl1,1pE1,1q
ă
ÿ
ř
li,j“m
cql´1,´1pkb4 ´ 32 l´1,´1` 12q`l´1,1pkb4 ´ 32 l´1,1` 12q`l1,´1pkb4 ´ 32 l1,´1` 12q`l1,1pkb4 `s´ 32 l1,1` 12q
ă q 18mp2n´3mq`c1m
for some absolute constant c1.
Now suppose q is even. With the almost-free embedding, there exists a basis teiu of V
with Gram matrix ¨
˚˝ I kb2
I kb
2
D
˛
‹‚
(where D is a Gram matrix of an s-dimensional symplectic space) with respect to which
y1 “
¨
˚˝Jkb4 ,2
JTkb
4
,2
Is
˛
‹‚, y2 “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
Jkb
8
,2
Jkb
8
,2
JTkb
8
,2
JTkb
8
,2
Is
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
. (62)
Suppose K stabilizes a totally singular m-subspace U Ă V . There exists a basis β “ tuiumi“1
of U such that ryU1 sβ is as in (53).
Let ui “
řn
j“1 αijej for αij P Fq, and let α “ pαijq. Then
ryU1 sTβα “ αyT1 , (63)
and we can write
α “
¨
˝A1 A2 A3 A4 B1 B2 B3 B4 C1A1 A2 B3 B4
A5 A6 B3 B4 C2
˛
‚ (64)
where
A1, . . . , A4, B1, . . . , B4 PMl, kb
8
pqq,
A5, A6, B5, B6 PMm´2l, kb
8
pqq,
C1 PMl,spqq,
C2 PMm´2l,spqq.
Observe that if y2 stabilizes U , then y2` 1 stabilizes U , and so there exists λ PMm,mpqq
such that
λα “ αpy2 ` 1qT , (65)
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so rpy2 ` 1qU sβ “ λT and λ2 “ 0. As in the linear case, we can write λ as in (61).
For rows ui, uj of α, consider pui, ujq, where p¨ , ¨q denotes the symplectic form on V .
Since the rows of α generate a totally singular subspace, then by considering pui, ujq for
1 ď i ď l ă j ď 2l, we see that
A1B
T
3 `A2BT4
is symmetric. Since A1 “ λ11A2 and B4 “ λ11B3 from (65), this implies that
λ11
`
A2B
T
3 `B3AT2
˘
(66)
is symmetric. For g P GLlpqq, observe that the tuple pλ11, A2, B3q satisfies (66) if and only if
pλg11, g´1A2, g´1B3q satisfies (66). Suppose λ11 is equal to its Jordan normal form Ll12 ‘Ll´2l11
(0 ď l1 ď l2 ). Writing
A2 “
ˆ
E
F
˙
, B3 “
ˆ
P
Q
˙
(67)
where
E,P PM
2l1,
kb
8
pqq,
F,Q PMl´2l1, kb8 pqq,
if A2, B3 satisfy (66) with λ11 “ Ll12 ‘ Ll´2l11 then`
EP T ` PET ˘
2i,2j
“ 0 (68)
for 1 ď i, j ď l1. Writing Ei for the ith row of E and similarly for P , (68) is equivalent to
E2i ¨ P2j ` P2i ¨E2j “ 0,
and this in turn is equivalent to the even-indexed rows of
`
E P
˘
generating a totally singular
subspace of a kb
4
-dimensional symplectic space. Therefore, given λ with λ11 having Jordan
normal form Ll12 ‘ Ll´2l11 , by (18) the number of possible even-indexed rows of E and P is
less than cql1p
kb
4
´
l1
2
` 1
2
q, and so the number of possible A2, B3 is less than
c1q
lkb
4
´
l21
2
`
l1
2 . (69)
From (63) and (65), α is determined by λ,A2, A4, A6, B1, B3, B5, C1, C2. Let ∆plq be
the number of tuples pλ,A2, A4, A6, B1, B3, B5, C1, C2q with λ as in (61) such that α obtained
from (63) and (65) has linearly independent rows and generates a totally singular subspace
of V . Also, let ∆pl, l1, l2q be the number of such tuples with λ11, λ33 having Jordan normal
form Ll12 ‘ Ll´2l11 , Ll22 ‘ Lm´2l´2l21 respectively (0 ď l1 ď l2 , 0 ď l2 ď m´2l2 ), so that
∆plq “
ÿ
0ďl1ď
l
2
0ďl2ď
m´2l
2
∆pl, l1, l2q.
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Then ∆plq is the total number of bases β of a totally singular m-subspace U such that (63)
holds and (65) holds for some λ. Observe that, as in the linear case, λ is conjugate to a matix
considered in Lemma 8.7, and so by this result and (69) we have
∆plq “
ÿ
0ďl1ď
l
2
0ďl2ď
m´2l
2
∆pl, l1, l2q
ă
ÿ
0ďl1ď
l
2
0ďl2ď
m´2l
2
Λpl1, l2, l,mqq
mn
4
`p 3m
4
´lqs´
l21
2
`
l1
2
ă
ÿ
0ďl1ď
l
2
0ďl2ď
m´2l
2
cq
mn
4
` 1
2
l1p8l´9l1`1q`2l2pm´2l´l2q`2pl´l1qpm´2l´l2q`2l1l2`p
3m
4
´lqs
for an absolute constant c. It is elementary to show that 1
2
l1p8l´ 9l1` 1q` 2l2pm´ 2l´ l2q`
2pl ´ l1qpm´ 2l´ l2q ` 2l1l2 ď m22 ´ lm` 9l
2
10
` c1m for a constant c1 “ c1pBq depending only
on B, and so
∆plq ă q nm4 `m
2
2
´lm` 9l
2
10
`c1m.
As in the linear case, the number of bases β1 of U such that ryU1 sβ “ ryU1 sβ1 is |CGLmpqqpryU1 sβq|.
Hence, by (20),
fixpK,MGq ă
ÿ
0ďlďm
2
∆plq
|CGLmpqqpryU1 sβq|
ă
ÿ
0ďlďm
2
q
9l2
10
`m
2
2
´lm`mn
4
`c2m´l2´pm´lq2
ă q 144mp11n´12mq`c4m, (70)
completing the proof in the symplectic case.
Case G “ PΩǫnpqq. In the case where q is odd, the proof is similar to the symplectic case.
Now suppose q is even. There exists a basis teiu of V with quadratic form Q on V defined
as
Q
˜
nÿ
i“1
λiei
¸
“
kb
2ÿ
i“1
λiλ kb
2
`i `Q1
˜
nÿ
i“kb`1
λiei
¸
where Q1 is a quadratic form of type ǫ on the s-space xekb`1, . . . , eny Ă V . With respect to
this basis, we have y1 and y2 as in (62), and Gram matrix¨
˚˝ I kb2
I kb
2
D
˛
‹‚
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(where D is the Gram matrix of the s-dimensional space with quadratic form Q1).
Any totally singular m-subspace of V with respect to Q is totally singular with respect
to the symplectic form determined by Q. Therefore fixpK,MGq can be bounded as in (70),
completing the proof in the orthogonal case.
Case G “ PSUnpqq. The proof in this case is similar to the symplectic case.
Proof of Proposition 8.2 . By considering the action of G on MG “ PGm (1 ď m ď n2 ) and
(52), we haveÿ
MhPMG
|xG XMh|
|xG|
|tKg : g P G,Kg ďMhu|
|KG| “ |G : M |
|xG XM |
|xG|
|tKg : g P G,Kg ďMu|
|KG|
“ fprpx,MGqfixpK,MGq.
The number of G-classes of parabolic subgroups Pm is at most 2 by [12, § 4.1], and the result
now follows by Lemmas 6.6 and 8.8.
8.3 Proof of Theorem 3.2
We now prove Theorem 3.2, using Propositions 8.1 and 8.2. This completes the proof of the
main theorem by § 3.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let G be a finite simple classical group with natural module of dimen-
sion n over Fqδ . Let A and B be nontrivial finite 2-groups, and assume x P I2pAq,K P I2ˆ2pBq,
and n ě maxt2|A| ` 2, 2|B| ` 2u. Embed A and B almost-freely into G.
We first consider the contribution to the summation in Theorem 3.2 by non-parabolic
subgroupsM . Let Mnp be the set of non-parabolic maximal subgroups of G, and letM P Mnp.
By Proposition 8.1, i2ˆ2pMq ă |M | 34 qcn for some absolute constant c. By Propositions 4.2,
4.3 and 4.4, for an absolute constant c1 we have |xG| ą i2pGqqc1n, |KG| ą |G| 34` c
1
n . Therefore,
using Theorem 6.9 we have
ÿ
MPMnp
|xG XM |
|xG|
|tKg : g P G,Kg ďMu|
|KG| ă
ÿ
MPMnp
i2pMq
i2pGq
|M | 34
|G| 34
qc
2n
ă
ÿ
MPMnp
|G : M |´ 54` c
3
n
ă ζGp5
4
´ c
3
n
q,
and for n sufficiently large we have ζGp54 ´ c
3
n
q ă 1
2
by Theorem 6.8.
We now consider the contribution to the summation by parabolic subgroups. Denote by
Mp the set of maximal parabolic subgroups of G. By Proposition 8.2 we haveÿ
MPMp
|xG XM |
|xG|
|tKg : g P G,Kg ďMu|
|KG| ă q
´ δn
4
`c4
for some absolute constant c4. Clearly, for sufficiently large n, this contribution is less than
1
2
. This completes the proof.
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